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I 988 & '90 Australian Heritage Awards. 

FRONT COVER 

Sea turtles like this Green Turtle 

I Chetonia mydas) will put up with just 

about anything to lay their eggs. 
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T 
he Royal Zoological Society of 

NSW has just awarded Nat,,,re 

A,,,stralia its 13th Whitley 

Award for Best Periodical. This 

is a wonderful achievement for the 

magazine and its publisher, the 

Australian Museum. The award was 

presented by Dan Lunney, Editor of 

A,,,stralian Zoologist, and I thought it 

would be fitting for you to read what 

he had to say about a magazine that we 

are devoted to and that you support 

through your subscription. 

"At a recent meeting of the Royal 

Zoological Society of NSW (RZS), the 

Convenor of the Whitley awards, Noel 

Tait, asked Councillors for their 

opinions on the award for Best 

Periodical. He was concerned that 

Nature A,,,stralia was once again voted 

the best entry. T hat would leave other 

good periodicals in the shade yet again. 

His fellow RZS Councillors spoke with 

one voice: if it was the best periodical 

submitted in 2005, then it should win 

the prize. Noel Tait was much 

relieved. He was justified in his 

decision, and that of the Whitley 

Committee, in selecting Nature 

Australia. 

"Turn to any item in any edition of 

Nature Australia to give you a glimpse of 

the quality and fascination of its 

material. In the Autumn 2005 issue, 

consider Allen Greer's Last Word piece 

on "Taxonomy: biology's 

infrastructure". As Greer points out, 

roads, ports, law courts, sewers and 

weather reports constitute the basic 

infrastructure of a society, and are the 

physical and conceptual structures that 

allow it to function smoothly. There is 

also, he argues, a basic infrastructure in 

biology, and it is called taxonomy. 

Greer's case for supporting this 

infrastructure should be compulsory 

reading for anyone calling for increased 

funding in taxonomy. In Winter 2005, 

under the heading "Trapped", Tom 

Grant and Mick Lowry ask: "how often 

do we think about the by-catch?" T he 

authors present their careful research on 

the impact of traps used to catch fish in 

up front 

rivers and how the traps could be 

modified to prevent iconic animals like 

the Platypus from drowning in them. 

In David Lindenmayer's stimulating 

article on "Experiments with fire" 

(Summer 2004-2005), the wonderful 

photos of Esther Beaton, Jiri Lochman 

and Kathie Atkinson bring a great story 

into immediate focus. 

"Sustained support of a periodical 

is the vital factor in encouraging a 

creative and bold approach to the 

material. T he continuity of a high 

standard of production, editorial 

decision-making and photographic 

choice is a major element in Nature 

Australia's unparalleled success. The 

editorial team of Jennifer Saunders, 

Georgina Hickey and Kate Lowe can 

proudly accept all the plaudits that this 

publication so richly deserves. 

"The Australian Museum is one of 

the best known of Australia's scientific 

institutions, and has an excellent 

international reputation because of its 

scientific collections and research staff. 

However, the Museum is known 

mostly for its magnificent sandstone 

building, its fascinating exhibitions and, 

of course, its publications, most notably, 

Nature Australia. As the Australian 

Museum continues to provide a safe 

home for this innovative and 

zoologically exciting journal, so the 

reputation of Nature Australia continues 

to reflect well on the institution that 

nurtures it-the Australian Museum. 

"Nature Australia is a national 

treasure. Each issue provides invaluable 

resource materials for scholars, while its 

general readers are brilliantly served 

with the fascinating content of each 

new edition. Its recognition is richly 

deserved, and so it is a great pleasure to 

present this award to the editorial team 

of this outstanding periodical." 

J/:.AAJ-JENN SAU 
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letters 

Babv'sDoilv 

Arachnophiles might be 

interested to know that the 

spider in the lead photo of 

the article "Come to My 
Parlour" (Nature Aust. 

Winter 2005) was a juvenile 

female St Andrew's Cross 
Spider (A 1giope keyserli11g1). It 

was nearly 40 years ago that 

I first recorded the fact that 

the young St Andrew's 

Cross Spider makes a discoid 

stabilimentum (a 'doily 

web') and only at a later 

stage does it change the 
pattern to the well-known 

St Andrew's cross. But why 

a stabilimentum anyway? As 

Mark Elgar explains in his 

article, there are some 

interesting theories, but it's 

still anybody's guess. 

It was probably this 

common garden spider with 

its striking adult colours, 

interesting web-making and 

complex courtship-so 

hazardous for the tiny 

male-that first inspired me 

to become a spider watcher 

many years ago. 

-DE SEY CLYNE

WARCHOPE, NSW

Death hv Hair 

On looking back through 

old copies of Nature 

Australia, I was surprised and 

dismayed to find a Nature 

Strips story about the 

Tasmanian Yellow-throated 

Honeyeater (Liche11osto11ws 

Jlavicollis) and its habit of 

collecting human and 

domestic animal hair for 

nest-building purposes 

("Balding Birdos from 

Tasmania?", r-...Tat11re Aust. 

Spring 1995). The story was 

written in a light-hearted 

tone, about a cutesy habit 
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of a native wild animal 

communing with humans, 

and with a suggestion that 

any tourist might enjoy a 

similar experience if they 

visit Tasmania. 

This was ten years ago, 
and I am sincerely hoping 

that the concept of wild 

birds collecting long hairs 

of any variety, human or 

otherwise, for nest building 

is no longer considered cute, 

but in fact quite possibly a 
key threatening process. 

I live on a property in 

Grafton where I keep 

Horses. Not long after 

moving here I learned that 

Willie Wagtails (Rhipidura 

le11cophrys) are avid gatherers 

of the long mane and tail 

hairs groomed from the 

Horses each day. So, keen to 

help, I collected balls of hair 

and, at the start of the 

nesting season, spread them 

over fences and bushes to 

make the work of gathering 

nesting material easier for 

the birds. 

That same year the 

wagtails built their nests in 

our shed, and the resultant 

hatchlings were a source of 

great joy to us, until one day 

we found three baby birds, 

on the verge of fledging, 

hanging from the nest, 

entangled in horsehair. They 

were all dead. 

Since then it has been an 

ongoing battle to prevent 

the wagtails from collecting 

the hair, but tragically one 

that often fails. Just last year 

what appears to be the last 

remaining pair of wagtails 

around the property 

managed to source more 

hair and subsequently not 

just one but three nesting 

attempts ended tragically. 

Not knowing the 

Tasmanian honeyeaters, I 

can only suppose that their 

legs are as fragile as most 

small birds. Quite possibly 

even very fine human hair, if 

used as nest lining in any 

quantities, could tangle the 

baby birds in the same way. 

am wondering now if the 

honeyeaters are seen quite as 

frequently as they were in 

]995 . 

-PATIUCIA EDWAl"l..DS

SOUTH Gl"l..AFTON, NSW 

Ye/10111-throated Ho11eyeaters i11 

Tasrna11ia are holding their 

own, despite their habit of 

collecting hair a11d j,.11; as are 

White-eared Honeyeaters, 

11;/1ich hm1e a similar habit, 011 

the n1ai11land. In fact, 111a11y 

bird species regularly incorporate 

hai,; e11e11 lo11g Horse hai1; i11to 

their nests. There 111ay 111ell be 

so111e casualties, b11t 111ost likely 

not e11011gh to cause the de111ise 

of 111/,ole populations (othe,wise 

the habit 1110111d 110/ persist). A 

more pla11sible expla1iatio11 for 

the decline i11 wa ,tails 011 your 

property is co111petitio11 wit/, 

other 11ati11e birds (s11cl, as 

Noisy Miners) or predation 

by Cats. 

Wattle War Over 

-G.H.

In the Spring 2002 issue of 

Nat11re A11stmlia I wrote 

about the likelihood that 

most of Australia's wattles 

will be shifted from Acacia 

into a different genus, 

Racospen11a. This change 

seemed inevitable because 

Acacia, as presently defined, 

includes Africa's thorn trees 

as well as Australia's wattles, 

which recent DNA 

evidence shows are not 

closely related. T he name 

Acacia was first applied to an 

African tree, which means 

that Australia's wattles, 

under the rules of 

nomenclatural priority, 

would lose this name. But in 

July 2005 the Nomenclature 

Section of the XV!I 

International Botanical 

Congress in Vienna, 

Austria, voted to overrule 

tradition by retaining the 

name Acacia for Australia. 

This ruling was adopted 

because Australian botanists 

argued convincingly that a 

shift to Racosperma here 

would be very disruptive 

and confusing, given that 

Australia has more than 900 

'Acacia' species, far more 

than the rest of the world 

combined. Australians can 

now heave a sigh of relief. 

Our wattles will remain 

'acacias' , and Racospenna will 

vanish into obscurity. 

-TIM Low 

BRISBANE, QLD 

Winter Wattles 

It wa interesting to read in 

your Winter column that up 

to a third of wattles flower 

at this time of year ( Iature 

A11st. Winter 2005). 

However I cannot totally 

agree with the suggestion 

that the primary reason is 

because the "few insects that 

are still active at this time of 

the year have fewer flowers 

to visit", giving the wattles' 

advantage over other 

species. I live in a coastal 

heath area and I have always 

timed my wildflower walks 

in this locality for the 

month of August a this is 

when there appears to be a 

greater profusion and variety 

than at any other time of 

the year. August 2005 was 

no exception, with a 

wonderful carpet of ground 

bloomers, and local acacias 

not being at all more 

dominant among other 

similar-sized flowering 

bushes such as Dil/111y11ia, 

Cre11illea and Banksia. I have 

always assumed that these 

NATURE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2005 



plants race to flower and 

fruit before the appearance 

of bush6res that are far more 

likely in late spring or early 

surnm.er. Since most of these 

species have evolved 

requiring heat for seed 

dissem.ination, wouldn't this 

be a more likely reason for 

winter flowering? 

-JAN RITCHIE 

BALGOWLAH HEIGHTS, 

NSW 

For the Record 

The butterfly and larva on 

page 37 of the Winter 2005 

issue of Nature Australia 

were not Imperial Blues, bu t 

Purple Oak-blues (Arhopala 

cenfaurus). 

-G.H.

Why do up to a third of wattle species flower in winter? 

Ecotours and Walking in Victoria's High 
Country 

Croajingolong National Park 
October 3-8, 17-23, February 27-March 4, April 3-9 

Enjoy Victoria's Wilderness east coast. Walks, abundant 
birds & wildlife, plus whales & wildtlowers in spring. 

Fully accommodated- Pt. Hicks Lighthouse & Gipsy Point 
Lodge. 

Wildlife Research-Alpine National Park 
December 5-9, 2005 and March 27-3, 2006 

Combine a holiday with a fantastic learning experience and 
make a contribution to conservation. Participate in a 

research project, gather data on threatened species, monitor 
wildlife populations and just enjoy the Alpine environment. 

Strzelecki Track, Cooper Creek, Kinchega & Lake Mungo 
-An arid environment Natural History Tour

May 6-21, 2006 
Small group, includes nat11ralist guide. Flora & fauna of the 

arid environment, aboriginal history, explorers and more. 

For full details of the current program contact Jenny: 

Gippsland High Country Tours 
PO Box 69, Bruthen Vic. 3885 

Phone (03) 5157 5556 Fax (03) 5157 5539 

Email: jennyghct@netspace.net.au 

Est. 1987. Advanced Ecotourism Accreditation (NEAP) 
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Spring 

Common 
Spotted 

Ladybird 
(Harmonia 

conformis) 

eating an 
aphid. 

NOT LIKE A LADY 
They look so cute with 
their link round. brightly 
coloured. polb-dortcd 
bodies. Who·d h;l\·e 
thought that 111osr of them 
,,·ere ,·or.1cious predator ' 
There are ,1bour 300 
,pecie, of Lidybirds in 
Australia. and they're 
pretty much all over the 
continent. They can be 
,een year-round, although 
they're most visible in 
,pring "·hen the war111er 
\\-C,1ther 111akes rhelll more 
,1cri,·e and they're 011 the 
prowl for a mare. 

oon after lllating. the 
fe111ale, by cluster, of 
20-50 ycllo\\' or orange
eggs on the undersides of
lc,1ves. often near aphids
these plump little sap-

Compiled by Geordie Torr and Martyn Robinson 

suckers will beco111e the 
b,1by ladybirds' first food. 
A ladybird larva can gorge 
on .1, many as 350 aphids 
during the three weeks it 
rakes to become a pupa. 
Then, about 7-10 days 
later. it bcco111es an adult. 

Ladybirds' habit of 
eating pests has endeared 
the111 co far111ers and 
g,1rdencrs alike. If you're 
keen to get a few of these 
imccr enforcers imo your 
garden to deal with some 
persistent offenders. you 
can attract some species 
using a mixture of honey, 
water and brewer's yea,r. 

More about ladybirds 
c.111 be found at
www.abc.net.au/ 

science/scribblygum/ 

september2002/default.htm 

FIGHT CLUB 
Around this time of year. 
lucky bushwalkers in 
eastern Australia may 
become the audience for 
what at first looks like a 
reptilian ru111ba-a pair of 
Lace Monitor (l·nm1111s

1 1ari11s) ,randing on their 
hind leg and e111bracinu � ::-, 

like amorous dancers. In 
truth. however. the two 
livrd, arc both males and 
thi, pairing is more akin 

to ,1 World Wrestling 
Federation bout. 

These altercations can 
be pretty abrasive, 
although nor anywhere 
near as disfiguring a they 
could be, considering the 
co111batanrs' powerful jaws 
and claws. When the 
battle is joined, the two 
lizards rear up and grapple 
at each others' backs, 
which can result in some 
i111pressive scratches. 
However, they rarely put 
their armoury of razor
sharp, bacteria-infested 
teeth to full use. 

The conte r can be over 
in lllinutes if the pair is 
n1ismarched, or it can go 
011 for an hour or more. 

Male Lace Monitors fighting.

Eventually, the weaker 

animal breaks away and 

may 'sub111it defeat', lying 
fbt on the ground with its 

limb spread, or it may 
si111ply flee the scene. 

For more about these 
reptile wrestlers, check 

out Cor11111n: 1/ie biolo,�y of 
J Jam111d lizards (1993) by 
Dennis I<ing and 13rian 
Creen. 

A PLAGUE ON BOTH 

YOUR MOUSES 
Although summer i when 

plague, of Hou e Mice 
(,\ /11s do111es1iws) hie their 
teeming. squeaking peak, 
spring is when they have 



House Mice. 

their origins. 

The House Mouse is an 

incroduced pest that's found 

throughout Australia-you 

may well have a family living 

under your floorboards. 

,enerally, they are a minor 

nuisance, but every now and 

then, when food is especially 

abundant and weather 

conditions are conducive, 

their breeding season is 

extended and numbers grow 

rapidly. They then become a 

ravenous horde, causing 

substantial damage to pretty 

much anything in the 

vicinity-crops, stock feed, 

farm equipment, electrical 

wiring-you name it, they'll 

gnaw on it. 

It's the incredible 

reproductive turnover time 

of the females that enables 

House Mouse populations to 

grow as rapidly as they do. 

They become sexually 

mature at about six weeks of 

age and, once they are 

pregnant, it takes less than 

three weeks for their babies 

to develop. And as soon as a 

female has popped out one 

load of little pink babies, 

she's ready to go again. 

Under normal conditions, 

high densities would suppress 

reproduction, limiting litter 

sizes. However, during 

plague years, the increase in 

abundance is so rapid that 

this suppression fails to kick 

in and numbers spiral out of 

control. 

In Queensland, the 

Department of Natural 

Resources and Mines 

conducts trapping surveys in 

June, September, October 

and November, checking the 

breeding status of 

populations. The earlier they 

start to breed, the more 

likely it is that a plague will 

occur. These sur veys allow 

plagues to be predicted up to 

six months in advance and 

warnings are then placed in 

the local media. 

The plagues typically end 

around July/ August, when 

food becomes scarcer and the 

harsh winter conditions place 

the populations under stress. 

Diseases spread more rapidly 

and the mice fight, which 

leads to wounds that quickly 

become infected. When the 

population crashes, it usually 

does so very rapidly

sometimes in just a few days. 

To learn more about 

mouse plagues, visit 
www.dpi.qld.gov.au/ 
fieldcropsll942.html 

FROM THE COLLECTION 

Well, here it is-the famous 

alcohol-pickled Thy/acine 

(fhylacinus cynocephalus) pup 

that it was hoped would 

provide enough DNA to 

resurrect this extinct species 

through cloning. Estimated to 

be about four months old, this 

unique specimen was obtained 

from Hobart in 1866 by George 

Masters, an Australian 

Museum collector. However, it 

may well have been collected 

much earlier, as Masters 

swapped it from another 

museum for some other 

specimens. 

From a variety of early 

reports and bounty records, it 

appears that the Thy/seine was 

probably mainly a late 

autumn/winter breeder (May to 

Thylacine pickled pup. 

August). Hence, if this pup had 

survived, it may well have been 

weaned in spring-timed so 

that conditions were milder 

and food more abundant. 

It would probably have been 

one of three in the litter. 

Although females had four 

teats, it seems that they rarely 

fulfilled their complete 

reproductive potential. Once it 

left the pouch, it would have 

stayed hidden in a rocky cave, 

a well-concealed nest or 

perhaps a hollow log, while its 

mother went out to hunt. 

For more about this icon 

of extinction, visit 

www.amonline.net.au/thylacine 



nature strips 
three Lo five per cent in the 
time since toads, were 

introduced. o change wa, 
ob,erved in the other two 
species, the Swamp Snake 
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Evolution Before Our Eves 

S
ince Cuie To:1d" (/311/c>
111<1ri1111s) were i11troduced 

to Austrafo in 1935, their 
i1np,1ct 011 native wildlife has 
been cirastrophic. Now lkn 
Phillips :rnd ltichard Shine 
(Uni\·ersiry of Sydney) say 
the roxic toad"" relentless 
rn:irch ;icross northern 

Austr:ifo has caused sollle 

s11:ikes to adapt their body 

shape in response to the 

rhre:it (Pror. 1\·a1/ !lrad. Sri. 
L"SA IOI: 17150). 

J Jrevious research had 

shown that not all snakes arc 

:iffected to the same degree 

by Ca11e Toad toxins: larger 

snakes have relatively Slllaller 

heads, and since the size of a 

snake's head li111its the size 

of its prey, a bigger -;n:ike i, 
less likely to consume a to:id 
large e11ough to poison it. 

To exa111ine whether 
sn:1kcs in Queensland lllight 
h;1ve responded to the 
evolutionary pressure cause<l 
by the toads, the researchers 
co111p;1red the 111orphology 
of hundreds of museum 

specimens collected before 

:rnd after Cane Toads reach a 

geogr:iphic area. 

They found that two of 

the four study species, the 

R.ed-bellied l3lack Snake

(Psrndcc/1is porp/1yri<1ms) and

the Crcen Tree Snake

(Dc11drcl,11il1is 11u11m1l<1t11s), are

highly sensitive to toad

toxin. and were found to

have increased in length by

(J le111iaspis sig11ata), which ha, 
an unmually ,mall head and 
so cannot con,ume coach 

large enough to kill it, and 
the I<eelback Snake 
("li'opido11op/1is 11iairi1), which 
ha, a very high natural 
re�i�tance to Cane Toad 

toxin. 
The researcher<, '>ay that, 

although it i-, unmual to see 

such rapid evolutionary 

change, the irnp,1ct of toads 

has been -,lightly mitigated 
O\·cr time by the '>nakc,; 

c\·olutionary t-c'>pomc. and 

suggest that accurately 

assessing a ,pecics· ability to 

adapt is an important rool 111 

predicting long-term 

e11virorn11encal i111p,1ct). 
-R.·.

Red-bellied Black Snakes adapt 

relatively quickly to Cane Toads. 
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Who's a Clever Bov Then?The abilit of orne parrots

to 111i111ic human speech 

can be so good that it seems 

a� if you could just ask chem 

how they do it and they 

would tell you. But of 

course speaking and 

understanding are two very 

different things, so it's taken 

a team of scientists, led by 

Gabriel Beckers (Indiana 

University), to uncover the 

birds' secret. 

In human speech, sounds 

arc created in the larynx and 

then modulated by rapid 

movements of the tongue. 

Parrots also move their 

tongue when they 'speak', 

so the researchers wondered 

if this played a role in their 

vocal abifaies. 

In order to test this 

hypothesis, they took five 

Monk Parakeets (Myiopsitta 

111011achus) that had been 

caught and killed as part of a 

government pest-control 

program, and removed their 

sound source-an organ 

known as a syrinx. They 

then replaced it with a small 

speaker that produced a 

broad-band sound and 

measured the way in which 

tongue placement affected 

the sounds that the speaker 

produced. Going, going, gone ... a Northern Leopard Frog swallows with the help of its eyes. 

They found that even tiny 

movements of the tongue 

could alter both the 

frequency and amplitude of 

the sounds (Cun Biol. 14: 

1592). Moving it less than a 

millimetre could make a 

larger difference to the 

sound than that between an 

'a' and an 'o' in human 

peech. Thi is the first time 

such an ability has been seen 

outside humans. 

-G.T.

An Evetul Helps a Mouthful 

W
hen frogs swallow, they

blink and retract their 

eyeballs back into their 

head. Does this 

disappearing-eye trick 

actually help the frog gulp its 

food, or is it simply a by

product of swallowing? 

Robert Levine (University 

of Massachusetts) and 

co!Jeagues decided to 

investigate whether an eyeful 

helps push down a 

mouthful. 

The team employed X-ray 

cameras to film Northern 

Leopard Frogs (Rana pipiens) 

swallowing their food. 

Barium-marked crickets 

could be seen moving 

through each frog's digestive 

tract as it eyeba!Js pushed 

against the roof of the 
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mouth, forcing the cricket 

down the hatch (J. Exp. Biol. 

207: 1361). Because no 

bone exists between the eyes 

and the throat, the eyeballs 

have easy access into the 

mouth cavity. However, the 

researchers found that eye 

retraction was not essential 

for consum.ing food and in 

42 per cent of observations 

swallowing was recorded 

without the eyes retracting. 

This was confirmed with 

denervation of the eyes' 

associated musculature, 

proving that a frog can 

swallow without the help of 

its eyes. But instead of 

taking just two gulps to 

swa!Jow food, it needed an 

average of four gulps to 

devour its meal. 

While frogs' make good 

use of their tongues to 

swallow food, large meals 

seems to benefit from that 

extra push from the eyeballs. 

-K.H.

Bison Boom and Bust 

At the end of the last ice 

age, roughly 12,000 years 

ago, many North American 

animals became extinct, 

including 'megafauna' like 

ma1runoths, mastodons, 

horses, short-faced bears and 
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lions. Most explanations for 

the extinctions have bla111ed 

human hunting. but 

increasing nu111bers of 

studies point to cli111ate as 

at least ,1 5ignificant culprit. 

The latest in such studies 

is by l3cth hapiro (Oxford 

University) and colleagues 

(Sric11rc 306: I 561 ). They 

obtained 111itochondrial 

I) A and radiocarbon dates

fro111 hundreds of bison

fossils collected from

l3eringia ( iberia, Alaska

and Canada), orth

A111crica and China, and

showed that the genetic

diversity of bison

populations skyrocketed

fro111 about 75,000 years ago

and then dra111atically
collapsed 37,000 years ago

(although bison did not,

technically, bcco111c extinct).

This period pre-date the 

height of the last ice age 
(21,000-18,000 years ago) 

when climate was at its 

harshest, but is also much 

earlier than archaeological 

c\·idcncc of significant 

human presence in orth 

A111crica (the last 13,000 

years). The authors suggest 

that environmental changes 

in the run-up to the coldest 

part of the ice age were 

probably responsible. 

The project was directed 

by Alan Cooper, who has 

tc1kcn up a Federation 

Fellowship at the University 

of Adelaide, where he is 

applying similar approaches 

to the study of Australian 

extinct and living biota. 

Like the recent study on 

horses (sec "Shrinking 

Horses", ,\·a111rc A11s1. pring 

200.+), the bison study 

establishes cli111atc as a key 

factor affecting l3cringian 

fauna] population declines

even if hu111ans, once they 

reached significant nu111bcrs, 

111ight have delivered the 

coup de grace to reduced 

populations already doo111ccl. 

-R.F.

Bison were once much more genetically diverse than today. 

10 

Home Deliverv tor 

Hungrv Crabs 

C
onditions around the 

shallow-water 

hydrothcnnal vents in the 

seas ofTthc coast ofTaiwan 

arc brutal. Temperatures soar 

up to I 16° C, the water is 

extremely acidic, and a coxic 

cocktail of che111icals makes 

life i111possible for most 

organisms. Worse still there's 

nothing to eat. 

Yet the vents are home to 

the crab Xe11!\{!mps11s 

1c.((11di11a111s, which e111ergcs 

at certain ci111cs of the day 

from crevasses to swarm 

across the ocean floor at 

densities of up to 36.+ 

animals per square metre. 

How these crabs find food 

is so111eching chat puzzled 

biologists until Ming- hiou 

Jeng (Academic Sinica in 

Taipei) and colleagues 

dissected the crustaceans' 

guts to sec what they were 

eanng. 

They found their 

stomachs crammed full of 

zooplankton-tiny animals 

chat normally float near the 

surface of the ocean ( aturc 
.+32: 969). How did the 

crabs get hold of the 

plankton? Diving down to 

investigate, the researchers 

discovered that, when 

conditions arc calm, the 

boiling, poisonous water 

pouring from the 

hydrothermal vents goes 

straight upwards, killing 

anything above it. 

Cooked by the hoe water, 

millions of zooplankton at 

the surface sink down and 

provide a feast for the crabs, 

which scurry about picking 

up the dead plankton off the 

ocean floor. The researchers 

noted that the falling 

zooplankton had the 

appearance of falling snow 

Crab have learnt chat 

when the current stops 

running, it's tucker time

emerging from their 

n-cvassc<, twice a day to take
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Hydrothermal-vent crabs seek 
shelter in crevasses until their 
next meal of cooked plankton 
rains down. 

advantage of the brief 

banquet in this otherwise 

sparcan world. Then as the 

current picks up again, the 

plume veers sideways and 

the crabs resume their vigil 

in amongst the rocks, 

waiting for their next home

delivered meal. 

-A.T.

Dolphins Swim in Circles 

I
t is well known that when 

dolphins sleep, they swim 

in lazy circles, resting half 

their brain at a time. 

However, most research on 

dolphin sleep behaviour has 

been done in the northern 

hemjsphere, where they 

generally swim in an anti

clockwise direction. So 

when Guinevere Stafne and 

Paul Manger (University of 

Witwatersrand, South 

.Brolien Hill'• 

u�6ael,
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Africa) studied a local 

cJptive population, they 

were intrigued to discover 
that south of the equator, 
dolphins tend to swi111 
clockwise. 

Using a low-light-sensitive 

camera, tafi1e and Manger 
obserYed eight adult 
bottlenose dolphins (7i1rsiops 

1m11rnt11s, T nd1111ms and 
hybrids) on cvcral 
consecutive nights, and 

measured the time each 
lceping dolphin spent 

S\Yimming or simply 
·hanging' (no motion) in a
clockwise or counter
clockwise direction.

They found that 
collectively, the dolphins 
spent 86 per cent of their 
time engaged in clockwise 
behaviours (swimming --1-9 

per cent, hanging 3 7 per 

cent), with only 1--1- per cellt 

in counter-clockwise 

behaviours (Pl,ysiol. Bchm1. 

82: 919). 

The researchers say it is still 

unclear why southern 
hemisphere dolphins prefer 

to swim in the opposite 
direction; dolphins' brains 
arc the same wherever they 

live, so it is unlikely that 
differing brain anatomy or 
chc111istry accounts for 
directional preference. 
l�ather, it appears that
dolphins may be capable of
sensing magnetic field , and
that differences in the Earth's

magnetic field between
northern and southern
hemispheres may cause them
to swim in different
directions. The Coriolis

Effect (which causes ocean 

currents to spiral in opposite 

directions either idc of the 

equator) may also be a factor, 

but more research needs to be 

done, particularly on the 

swimming patterns of 
dolphins chat have been 
relocated from one 
hemisphere to the other. 

However, anecdotal evidence 
suggests that the direction of 

swimming of hemispherically 
translocated dolphins doesn't 
change. adding more mystery 
to the observations made so 
far. 

-1�.S.

Well-timed Trvsts 

T
ardiness seems to be
grounds for 'divorce' 

among Icelandic Black-tailed 
Godwits (Li111osn li111osn 

The bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus. Does the geographic hemisphere affect the direction of swimming 
during sleep? 

isln11dirn). 

Like many other 

migratory shorebirds, this 
species is long-lived (up to 

25 years) and usually maces 

for life. After raising each 
clutch of chicks, however, 

breeding pairs separate to fly 
to different winter feeding 

grounds on coastal mudflats 
and grasslands across 
northern Europe, between 

l3ritain and Iberia. Breeding 

pairs reunite each spring at 
breeding grounds in Iceland, 

with Aocks arriving over a 
period of about a month 

from mid-April. 

l�ccent research by Tomas

Gunnarsson (University of 

East Anglia, UK) and others 
has found that even though 
breeding partners over
winter at separate 

locations-some more than 
1,000 kilometres apart-and 
don't travel together during 

migration , they usually 
arrive at their breeding 
grounds within three days of 
each other (Na111re 431: 
6--1-6). 

Th is extraordinary 
synchronicity is probably 

important in maintaining 
the pair bond, and the 

consequences when it breaks 

down \-Vere observed on cwo 

occasions by the researchers. 

Two males that arr ived more 
than eight days out-of-sync 

with mates found their 

impatient former partners 

had already hitched up with 
other birds. 

The researchers can't yet 
explain how 1110 t pairs 
manage to time their arrivals 

at the breeding ground so 

precisely. The separated 
birds might exploit winter 

feedino orounds of a similar 
t,::, 

quality so that they respond 

physiologically to the onser 
of the breedin" season, and 

::, 

the c.111 ro migr,ue, at the 

same time. Genetics mighr 

be illlportant roo. Or the 

12 
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Black-tailed Godwit pairs synchronise their arrival at their breeding grounds. 

pairs may be responding to 

some sort of environmental 

cues from the breeding 

grounds. 

-K.McG.

Old Homos from Omo 

I
n 1967, two human skulls

(Omo I and Omo II) 

were found in the Kibish 

Formation, Ethiopia, but 

how old were they? Ian 

McDougall (Australian 

National University) and 

colleagues have recently 

determined that both fossils 

are almost 196,000 years old 

(Nature 433: 733). This is 

more than 35,000 years 

older than the next oldest 

known skulls (Homo sapiens 

idaltu) from Herto, Ethiopia 

(see "Earliest Modern 

Funerals", Nature Aust. 

Autumn 2004). 

below the skulls. Distinct 

beds of tuff are buried in 

layers of sandstone, siltstone 

and claystone, which were 

originally deposited by the 

Omo River. These 

accumulations of sediment 

can be correlated with 

periods of river flooding, 

and are also reflected in 

black mud layers called 

'sapropels' found in drill 

cores from the 

Omo1 

Mediterranean Sea. A 

195,000-year-old sapropel 

closely matches that of the 

196,000-year-old tuff, 

providing further confidence 

that the Omo Homos are 

close to this age. 

Should we expect older 

Homo sapiens discoveries? 

Probably not. About 

200,000 years ago seems to 

be a watershed, and accords 

with other evidence of 

origins for anatomically 

n10dern humans. Earlier 

indicators (stone points, 

grindstones and pigment) of 

modern behaviour 

250,000-300,000 years ago 

are associated with another 

species of Homo. 

-R.F.

DIY Dung Renovations 

W
hen it comes to home 

in1provements, the 

Omo2 

u, 
-' 

z 
:c 

::i 

� 

McDougall calculated the 

maximum age (196,000 

years) by measuring the 

accumulation of radiogenic 

argon-40 within volcanically 

derived rocks (tuffs), found 

�----------- -------------------------_J8 

Oldest Homo sapiens skulls from Omo, Ethiopia. 
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Common Waxbills plaster their nests with the poo of carnivores. 

Com111011 \\·,1xbtll (E,rnld,1 
,1.,rn/d) of 'ub- ·,1h,1r,m Afr ic1 
h,1, r,Hht'r unu,u,11 C,1'( ,. 

Th ·,e nnY tinche, ·ollen 
che m,mure of c,irnin1r , co 
pLi-c ·r on eh· ouc,id' of 
che1r n ,cmg ch,11116 ·r-,. Th 
,ph ·nc1l nt·,c, ,ire hidden 
.1111011�c che gr,1', do,e co 
eh· groun :I. ,o che u,e of 
c1r111Yor1:.' dung h,I\ been 

,ugge,c ·d ,1, ,1 \\·ay of 
,.1f ·p1,1r :ling che ne,c from 
pred,Hor,. ,uch ,1, ro :!em, 

,md ,11,1ke,. 
To ce,c ch1' cheory. Jmcin 

·chu ·cz (Cornell lll\·er,1cY
'} ·nc ,e\·t-r,11 ,e,1,on,
,cudymg CollllllOn \\',1xbill

ne·c, in 'ouch Africa. By

ne,1nng ,1mfici,1l m·-;c, ming
6,1111600 b,l';k ·cs. chu ·cz

pl,1,cered h,1lf che fake ne·m

\nch 111,111ure from · n·a],

(Fc/1., scmd) ,md Africm

\\'tld CH, E syh·csrns lybh·,1).

\\·htle k,mng eh' ocher 11.llf

umre,1ced. ,mg unferrili, ·d
finch eg� ch,1c \\·ere

obwned from c.1pti\·iry.

ne,t, \\·ere pi.iced in the \nld
,md ob,en·ed O\.t'r lo L1,1y,.

14 

'dw ·cz found ch,1c nest, 
crt'.IC ·d \\ ich r.1t scars 
,un·1\·ed ,1g111fi ·,mtly beer r. 
On ,l\·er,1gt' th n ,c, co\·ere l 
in roop LN·d I-+.,' d,1y,. 
\\·here,1, unrr ',Hed n ·,t, 
LNe :I I_. d,1\·, Bch,w. £.-,,/. 
16: I.:'.:' . 

\\"htle che ,t ·nch of 
c,1rni\·ore ,c1t 111,1y h Ip 
111,hk che ,cem of nestlin�r,,. 

1c 1110,c li ·dy decer, rode1m 
from .1ppro,1Ch111g ,m .1re,1 
th,H ,nnks of cheir O\\·n 

pr ·d,Hor,. Linng in ,1 \\·hi�
hotht' 1mght noc b ple,1,,1nr 

for eh' chick,. buc ,1c le,1-;c ic·, 
,1 homt·-,ecuritY ,\·-;c m 

th,1t·, be '11 } rown co \\·ork. 

-K.H.

Ear, Ear! 

T
he bone, of the

Ill,1111111.ih,lll middle (or 

intt'rll,\l) ',\L \\·hich com·e\· 
,otllld from che e.irdrum to 

che ,n1 :licory nen·e,. are ,1 

,cnkmg ·x,1mple of 

'\·olut1011,iry Of porcunbm. 

1\ Llmlll.11' ,1re uni 1ue ,1mong 

,1111111,1[... 111 h.inng chree ,uch 

bone,-che incm. m,1llem 

,Ill :I ,t,1pe,. l n m.1Illlll,1li,m 

,mc ,tor,. eh incus an :l 

m,1llem. ,dong \\·ich che 
tymp,1111 · bone (\\·hi ·h 
,ur} on eh' e,mirum). \\·ere 
Lirge 6011 , eh.it fonne :i } ,ire 
ot· che j,I\\·. During che 

'Yo]unon of !ll,llll!ll,11'. chey 
d ·txh ':l from the j,l\\·. 

,hr,mk in ,1z '. ,Ill :I were ·o

o� tt' I for h ·,1ring. )n 
might ,1,,ulll ch,H such ,1 

·ompkx ,md biz,1rre e\·em
mmt h,1Ye occurred onh·
once--in che conunon

,11\C ·,tor of 111011ocr me,.
11ur,up1,1l, ,md placenc.i],-

buc ,1 ciny new fo il ·u=e;::,;::, 
l)thef\\"I e.

Tom Rich (l\lu eum

\' 1CCOn,1) .ind collea!!ue� 

d ·,cnbe ,1 ne\\' lower j,m· of 
th ' old ,t known 

Illonotr ·me. che l l 5-
m1Uio11-y ,lr-old Pl,1typu·

hl,... ' -fr111<>h>ph,>s rn,s/m from 
HH rtlKb. \ ictoria ( -_,fllt't' 

.:' u-: 9 I 0). l c · ,11iatomv 
,ugge,t th,1c che incu . 

null u, ,md tylllp,mic bone 

\Y ·re .ill ,rill incegral p,1m of 
th j,l\\ 111 chi· prirnicffe 

monotr me. T hi in rum 
implie, ch,1c ,ep,1ration of che 

bom·, (to fi.1rm the 
di,tinni\·' m.1mm,1li,111 
middle ',H) evoke :I 

ind ·p ·ndently in a :l\·,rnced 
monotreme,. ,111 :l in chert,llh 
(m,mupi,11 · and f la ·encal-). 

While che p,1ralld 
e\·olucion of ,uch ,1 

di ·cinni\·e e,1r morphology 

·e111, ,urpn,mg. th re ,1re

,imil.ir. ,1lbeit slighdy 

,imf I r. prec d ms 
d, '\Yhere in rh animal 

·ingdom. Fro�·. liz,m · ,m:1

,irdw,,wr, (l-roco :lil · ,md

t mi-..) .ill he.1r Yery \\. 11.
u,111g ,1 middle ,ir ch,u has

only .1 ,111gle ,ound-
condu ·ring bon . For ,1 long 
n111 ·. chi, rype of middle ,ir 

\\·a, ,il,o rhoughc co h,w 

e\·oh-·d only on ·e. 

HO\\.'\. r. fo · ·iJ,; of primicire

A fossilised jaw of the oldest 

known monotreme Teino/ophos 
trus/eri. 

� , 111:. 
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relatives of alJ these animals 

reveal that a single-bone 

nuddJe ear, and good 

hearing, evolved 

convergently in each of these 

groups as welJ. 

-M.L.

Honevcomb Hexagons 

Explained How do honey bees (Apis

spp.) manage to create 

those perfectly arranged 

hexagonal honeycomb celJs 

in which they raise their 

brood? It turns out that the 

answer is not nearly as clever 

or complex as was once 

widely thought. There's 

certainly no evidence that 

bees deliberately work the 

wax using sophisticated 

angles and measurements. 

Rather, it's simply a matter 

of physics. 

Christian Pirk (now at 

University of Pretoria, South 

Africa) and colleagues made 

their discovery by 

mimicking what bees do 

when they construct each 

honeycomb cell, which is to 

secrete wax flakes around 

themselves (Nat111wissen

schaften 91: 350). Packed 

closely together, each honey 

bee's body acts as a self

warming cylinder so that 

metabolic heat from the bees 

raises the temperature of the 

surrounding wax to 40° C. 

The wax melts, and flows 

around the bees' bodies. As 

the wax then cools and 

hardens, the six points of 

contact between the adjacent 

bees change into lines of 

surface contact, and the 

fanuliar hexagonal cells we 

call honeycomb. To prevent 

How do honey bees create such perfectly hexagonal honeycomb cells? 
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the cells from melting again, 

the bees add silk for 

reinforcement. 

-K.McG.

Octopus Twinkle Toes 

Do you remember those

classic scenes from "T he 

Flintstones", where Fred 

manages to sneak across an 

open space without being 

seen? He does this by 

holding a leafy branch over 

his face and doing a 

'twinkle-toe' walk. 

Amazingly, Fred is not alone. 

Two octopus species have 

been found to do the same 

thing. 

hristine Huffard 

(University of California, 

Berkeley) and colleagues 

video-taped the fist-sized 

Octopus 1/larginatus as it 

moved along the seafloor 

(Science 307: 1927). Striding 

out on the tips of just two of 

its limbs, with the other six 

wrapped around its body, it 

bore a remarkable 

resemblance to a rolJing 

coconut-a common sight 

in the tropical Indonesian 

waters where this octopus 

lives. Another tropical 

species, the walnut-sized 0. 

aculea/1.,s from Australia, was 

filmed walking with a similar 

two-armed gait along the 

bottom of a three-metre

long aquarium. But rather 

than wrapping its other arms 

around its body, it held them 

loosely above its head, giving 

it the appearance of a 

drifting piece of seaweed. 

The researchers explain 

that this bipedal stealth mode 

of locomotion not only 

provides excellent 

15 
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This Hears the Pits Everyone's always assumed that the heat-sensing
pits from which pitvipers get their name 

evolved to help them catch prey. And it makes a 

great story-snakes striking unerringly at some 

poor quivering mouse in the pitch dark thanks to 

their bizarre sensory organs. But Aaron Krochmal 
(currently at University of Houston - Downtown) 
and colleagues wondered if these remarkable 
organs might have other uses. 

The researchers decided to test whether or not 
the snakes could use their pits to find somewhere 
cool to escape the heat. All up, they colJected 13 
different pitviper species, ranging from primitive 
to advanced and from a variety of habitats, and 
one species of true viper (which doesn't have pits), 
and placed them, one at a time, in a Y-shaped 
maze made from PVC tubes. The maze was 
situated in a room kept at 40° C-hot enough to 
stress but not kill the snakes-and at the ends of its 
two diagonal arms were refuges, one at the same 
temperature as the room, the other cooled to 30° C. 

In half of the trials, the researchers temporarily 
disabled the snakes' pits by plugging them with a 
small polystyrene bail and then gluing some 
aluminium foil over them . They found that in the 
pitvipers, the snakes with functional pits 
preferentially chose the cool refuge, while those 
with disabled pits showed no preference (J. Exp. 

Biol. 207: 4231) . The true viper also showed no 
preference. 

Because the ability to use the pits to choose the 
cooler refuge was present in all of the pitvipers but 

not in the true viper, the scientists suggest that this 
is probably an ancestral trait among the former. 
They also speculate that it may well be this 
function, rather than the ability to deal death in 
the dark, for which the pits first evolved. 

-G.T.

Close-up of the pits of a Western Diamondback Rattlesnake 
( Crotalus atrox). 

Reconstruction of the Mesozoic mammal Repenomamus giganticus eating
a juvenile dinosaur (Psittacosaurus). 

camouflage from predators 
(by freeing up the other 
arms for a disguise), but is 
actually faster than walking 
on all limbs. And, just as 
Fred Flinmonc isn't the 
only cartoon character to 
adopt the camouflaged, 
twinkle-toe g.1it, there arc
likely to be other octopus
species that do it too.

Mesozoic Mammals
on the Rise 

-C.H.

Early man1mals are 
typically viewed as tiny

shrew-like creatures eking
out a marginalised
existence, until the mass
extinction of the dinosaurs
gave them their big

evolutionary break. 
However, spectacular new 
rnarnrnal fmsi'5 from China 
challenge this scenario. 

Yaoming Hu (Chinese 
Academy of Sciences) and 
colleagues describe a new 

mamrnal, Rcpc110111a11111s 
,Qi,Qantiws, which lived 
during the peak of the 
dinosaurs' reign (1\'at11re 433: 
149). At over a rnetre long 
and weighing 12-14 
kilograms (about as large as 

a Tassie Devil), chi is by far 

the largest Mesozoic 
(250-65 million years ago) 
mammal, overlapping in size 

with small 
contemporaneous dinosaurs. 

The Chinese tearn also 
describes a fossil of a smaller 
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related mammal with a sleep? during our waking hours. 
juvenile dinosaur in its Jamie Seymour 0ames It's unlikely jellyfishes sleep QUICK QUIZ 
stomach , and suggests that Cook University) and for the same reasons, but 1. What is the name ef
mam111als might have colleagues believe so. They sleep may serve a different Jared Diamond's latest

actively competed with and have discovered that the Box function. book about factors that

predated upon small Jellyfish ( Chironex jleckeri)-a For one thing, sleeping lead to the downfall ef

dinosaurs during the latter deadly marine creature saves energy. The Box societies?

stages of dinosaurian histor y. found in northern Jellyfish is an active hunter 2. Where else are magnetic

Consistent with this view, Australia-appears to 'sleep' of fish and relies on its (meridional) termite

David Penny and Matt during the night (Medical J. excellent eyesight to do this mounds found besides
Australia?Phi!Jips (Massey University) Aust. 181: 707). (Box Jellies possess four sets 

3. What type ef animalsshowed that small dinosaurs The researchers used of six eyes). But there's no are Imperial Bluedeclined in diversity towards superglue to attach a point hunting at night if you Butteiflies closely
the end of the Mesozoic, tracking device to the bell of can't see your quarry. [t associated with?
perhaps due to competition several individuals, then makes more sense to save 4. Name the new
from mammals and birds. [f followed their travels your energy for growth- geological period

this new view of the success through the tropical seas. which these je!Jyfishes do at (620-542 million years

of early mammals is true, the They found that, during the a rate of two to three ago) that was formally

meteorite impact that killed day, the jellyfishes moved at millimetres per day. Resting recognised last year.

the dinosaurs and paved the about 200 metres per hour. on the bottom when it's 5. What is an 'opera

way for the manunalian But in the late afternoon dark also helps jellyfishes house' style trap used
to collect?radiation might have simply they dropped to the bottom avoid hungry marine turtles, 

6. Name the world'saccelerated a trend that was and lay at rest with their their main predators. tallest plant.already underway, instead of tentacles spread about them. -A.T. 1. What are the two most
radically changing the The jellyfishes remained this prominent colours ef the
course of evolution. way until the following male Mistletoehird?

-M.L. morning when they 8. How many toes does

resumed swinuning at an Ostrich have on

Snoozing Jellies Caught in about 6 am. each foot?

the Act [t is thought that sleep 9. What term is given to

Many jellyfishes have serves a variety of functions the rotational effect ef
the Earth's spin?superb eyesight and for humans, particularly so 

10. What type ef plant isawesome defences , but our brains can sift and order a halophyte?could they be complex the thoughts and (Answers on page 79)
enough creatures to need experiences we have had 

A tagged Box Jellyfish having 40 winks. 
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THE BACKYARD NATURALIST 

... And a Koel in a fig tree 
1 was ,QoillJ? i11s1111e. J'rl miser/ tee1111gers, J'rl 11tte11rlerl speer/1 111�Ql1ts 

1111rl l'rl c11rl11rerl violi11 practice, lmt i11 the Co111111011 Koe/ l'rl //let 

Ill)' 11111tc/1 f 

L
AST DECEMUElt I HAI) A CLOSE 
brush with alcoholism induced 
by my mother-in-law. She'd 

invited us to stay with her at Stradbroke 
Island for two weeks over Christmas, a 

CommonKoel 
Eudynamys scolopacea 

Classification 

Order Cuculiformes (cuckoos), 
family Cuculidae (true cuckoos 

and koels). 

Identification 

Length of a thin Magpie, 40 cm. 

Male shiny black with ruby eye; 

female's back brownish black 

with white spots, underparts pale 

with barring. 

Habitat and Distribution 

Woodland to rainforest with 
fruiting trees from Kimberley to 

Vic. Also from Iran through India 

and Indonesia to PNG. 

Biology 

Eats native and introduced fruits, 

but mostly figs. Arrives in Aust. 

from Indonesia and PNG in Sept. 

to breed. Adults and young leave 

in Mar. Parasitises nests of 

Magpie-larks, Figbirds, and large 

honeyeaters like Noisy Friarbirds 

and Red Wattlebirds. Lays many 

eggs in one season but not in 

same nest. Male calls day and 

night "coo-ee", female less often 

with "dit-dit-dit-dit". 

prodigious period of engagement I'd 
thought. And solid grounds to open 
the rum meant for the cake. 

My problem was not so much with 
her; as mother-in-laws go she's a living 
legend. It had more to do with her oh
so-dreary tenant whom I'd got on the 
phone just about every time I'd rung 
her in the last three months. Always 
droning on in the background. To me 
he was nothing more than a boring, 
fly-by-night who came to the islmd to 
cat around for the summer and then 
leave. Yet Ellie, my wife's mum, seemed 
to hang on his every word. 

And the things she said she'd seen 
him doing lately, you wouldn't read 
about; feeding cherries to one of the 
island girls then copulating with her 
under the fig tree, beating up the local 
skin-heads that were attackino- his mate 

t:> , 

even swallowing whole stone fruits 
then showing off by vomiting up the 
dry pits. 

Arr iving on the island late at night, 
we found everyone but Ellie asleep, but 
she warned me that by 3.30 a.111. 'you
know-vvho' would be up. Solid 
grounds to justify a toddy or two with 
a slice of the Christmas cake we'd just 

unpacked! 
True to her word, around three the

next morning, just outside the bed
room window, he started "coooo-eee,
cooo-eee, coooo-eeee" in that pierc
ing, excruciatingly monotonous way
that had me anticipating every next
phrase and then getting a rush of hot
rage when it arrived. B)' 6 '<O a 1·-' .:: .111., 

was uncorking the lliuo collapso for a
morning of cerebral paralysis on the
back verandah that looked into the
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crown of a big fig tree. 
By the end of the first week the fluid 

in my veins could have pickled a mam
moth. It was OK for Ellie; her hus

band's snoring over the last 50 years had 
primed her to sleep through a nuclear 
strike. I, however, was going insane. I'd 
raised teenagers, I'd attended inter
minable speech nights and I'd endured 

four years of their violin practice, but in 
the Common Koe! (Eur/ynamys 

sroloparcn) I'd 111et my 111atchl 
Whether Ellie could see I was 110 

longer fit to provide for her daughter 

and grandchildren I'm not sure, but 
very subtly she began drawing my 
attention away from the lead sinkers and 

other missiles I had reloaded onto the 
verandah railing and onto the dynamics 

of the fig tree. There, at eye level, and 
no 111ore than five metres away she told 

me to just watch what happened when 
I heard the "wark-wark-wark-wark" of 
enraged Leatherheads ( oisy Friarbirds, 

P/1ile111011 romiwlnt11s) chasing the female 
Koe! back into the fig. 

When it finally happened l looked up 
from my glass and saw a big brown 
spotted bird (the female Koe!) scream
ing "dit-dit-dit-dit-dit-dit" while the 
Leatherheads attacked and chased her 
down through the branches to the very 
base of the tree. 

This brought the fiery-eyed male 

who flung hi111self into the fracas send
ing the mobsters packing while he 
screamed out a call that sounded like a 
rising "wood-oo, wood-oo, wood-oo". 
Al111ost immediately, as if to provide her 
with some sort of comfort (after all, 

being a cuckoo, she'd probably been 
out on a sortie, appraising friarbird nests 
for an egg drop), he made a gently 
"hick-hick-hick-hick" and approached 

her with a fat, red Brazilian Cherry 
(E11ie11ia bmsilic11sis) in his mouth. Then, 

having gained her attention with the 
cherry, he casually climbed onto her 
back and copulated with her. Mind you 

he didn't actually feed her the fruit uncil 

he'd had his way and dismounced1 

Mm111m, this is pretty interesting, I'd 

thought; I never realised cuckoos had 

much of a love life. 
Sensing a fleck of interest beyond che 

bottle, Ellie said to me, " ow see how
he deals with the local fruit". So I
watched him cat. 
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A female Koel sings her 'dit-dit-dit-dit' call, which is much easier on the human ear than the male's monotonous 'coo-ee·. 

First I saw him picking cherries. 

These he simply pulled off the branch, 

but to get the great fat things down his 

throat he had to pump his neck like a 

constipated concertina. That was pretty 

funny. With the smaller marble-sized 

native figs, however, he'd pick them, 

but then give them four or five sharp 

flicks before swallowing them. Why the 

big flick? 

I picked some of the figs myself and 

when the sticky white milk oozed out of 

the severed stems onto my fingers it was 

pretty clear that this cuckoo was no klutz. 

If that cuf
f 
was almost impossible to wash 

off my long glass tumbler, how bad 

would it be on the roof of your mouth? 

Then I heard a high-pitched wheeze 

like the sound of someone deflating a 

pinched balloon. It was the male 

coughing and jerking his head from side

to side like he had something stuck in 

his throat. ext thing he opened his 

mouth and out fell a ball the size and 

shape of a sucked Jaffa. I scrambled 

A I UliE AUSTRAL/A �I'll/NG 2005 

around down in the ferns until I found 

it, perfectly clean, dry and white. A 

quick nibble on a ripe Brazilian Cherry 

on the way back confirmed what it 

was-not as clean and bright as the 

Koel's, but a white cherry tone just the 

same. Instead of sending that great 

plunger through hi digestive system 

then facing the heavy music at the rear 

end, he was dealing with it all up front. 

This cuckoo was very cool. 

13y the end of the holiday his record 

regurgitation rate stood at three stones 

coughed up in as many minutes! And by 

that time l'd seen him feed hi mate so 

many cherries that she was often either 

too sick or full of them to do more than 

take the treat but then unapologetically 

drop it to the ground 1 

To his credit, his offer of fruit did not

always come with strings attached! They 

had an understanding. Sometimes she 

didn't swallow; sometimes he didn't 

score. But the bond was undeniably 

close; they were mates that worked 

together and relaxed together. 

lf l'd had more time to drink and less 

time to gawk in that second week, I 

wouldn't be looking forward so much to 

next Christmas ... my mother-in-law, 

the verandah, and the extraordinary 

lodger who'll be back in the same fig 

tree, filling Point Lookout with his 

magic call! D 

FURTHER READING 

Higgins, P. (ed.), I 999. Handbook of 

Australian, New Zealand & Antarctic 

birds. Vol. .+. Parrots to dollarbird. 

Oxford U11i11ersiiy Press: Melbo11me. 

J\Jalle,; C. & Jo11cs, D., 200 I. I/owl 

be/1{111io11r of il,e Co,11111011 Koe/, 

Eudynamys scolopacea, a11d i111pliw1io11s 

for111{1ii11�(!systc111s. Emu IOI: 105-112.

Dll TEVE VA DYCK IS A E !Oil 

CurtATOll 01: VE!UEl31lATES AT THE 

QUEE SLA D MUSEUM WHER.E HE 

HAS WOl'l...KED SI CE 'I 975. 
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RARE & E DA GERED 

Black Rockcod 
'/'/,is l//{/,Qll{/hc111 _f,sl, rn11 ,Qro111 to 11110 111ctrcs i11 lc11,Qtl1 

n11d 111c(Ql1 ()I JCr 80 kilo,Qm111s. 

L 
l�KI (; l3E 1 EATII A ROCKY

overhang. the cavernous mouth of 
a l31ack Rockcod hides its l.1rgc 

canine teeth. Generally solitary and 

somcti111es docile by n:1tun:. this mag

nificent fish can grow to t\\'0 metres in 

length .rnd \\'eigh over 80 kilogr.11ns. 

l-lo\\'cvcr, specimens of these dimen

sion'> arc 110\\' rare. 

The l31.1ck Rockcod (/.:p i11cpl,c/11s 

dac111cli1) is a large telemt (bony) fish 
belonging to the family Serranid,1c. 

This large family includes rockcods, 

groupers and cor,1I trouts. and co111pris

e<, .iround 450 species 

worldwide. ltciated 

specie'> of f:pi11epl,c/11s 

th,it occur in C\\' 

sex to become males. Preliminary 

rcsc,irch in ew Zealand waters indi
c.ues that sex change occurs at length 

between 100 and I I O centimetre . 

The l3iack Rockcod occurs in warm 

temperate and subtropical water of the 

,ouch-western Pacific. Its coastal distri-

bution extends from southern Quecm

land to southern cw South Wales and 

cw Zealand. Once common :ilong 

the C\\' South Wale coastline. its 

strongholds arc now around island 
localities of northern cw South Wales 

(between South West R .ocks and the 

Queensland border). 

It I also found 

,1round more remote 

island ,rnd reefs such 

·outh Wale \\'atcrs

include the Estuary

(or Cold,pottcd)

ltockcod, the l3and

cd (or 1hr) l< .. ock-

Individual 

Black Rockcods 

,1s Lord l-lo\\'c I land. 

orfolk 1-,Lrnd. the 

l{ermadec Islands. 

islands off northern 

e\\' Zcal:ind, and 

Elizabeth and Mid

dlcton Itcef<,. 1 n 

can i11habit a 
cod. the Maia bar

Grouper and the

Quceml.111d Cropcr. 

all of \\'hich grow to 

over one metre in 

length and can be 

confmcd \\"ith the 

particular cave 

for 111a11y years 

if left u11disturbed. 

C\\' ·outh Wale

water,. juveniles U5ll

ally inhabit coastal 

and estuarine rock 

l31ack Rockcod. 

Many rockcoch and 

grouper, arc kno\\'n 

to form spawning aggregatiom and 

,111ecdoral evidence suggests th.1t 131.ick 

llockcoch do the same. Also. like many 

other rockcod, and groupers ,rudicd to 

dare, the l31.1ck llockcod i'> a protogy

nom hermaphrodite. meaning tlut all 

ju\'enile fish arc female, ,1nd a propor

tion or the fcm,iie'> eventuallv clianue , � 

pooh. while sub

adult, and adults 

move farther ofEhorc 

to rocky reef habitats 

such as cave'>. gutter, a11d bommics to 

depth'> of at lc:ist 50 111ctrcs. Mo,t obscr

vatiom of large Black ltockcods arc 

a'>sociatcd with c1ve,. \\'here they arc 

commonly found, c,pcci,1ily during 

d.1ylight hours. lndividu,1I !3lack Ilock

coch c.in inh.1bit a p.1rricul.1r ewe for

111,rny years if left undisturbed. Most

BY JOHN POGONOSKI 
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o-roupcrs and rockcods are ambush� 
feeders. dining on fi hcs and crus-

taceans.
Concerns about diminishing numbers 

of l3iack llockcods date back co 19 I 6 

when scientist Theodore Roughley 

cornmcntcd on their decline around the 

Sydney region. In 1922, ichthyologi t 

Allan McCulloch reported it to be "a 

valuable food fish in SW", highlight

ing its abundance and culinary qualities. 

The incrca ed popularity of spcarfishing 

in the 1960s and 1970s also rook advan

tage of the curious and terr itorial 

nature of the 13lack Rockcod. umbers 

speared in cw South Wales competi

tions in 1976 alone totalled 137 fish 

averaging 2.-+ kilograms in weight. In 

1983 the l3iack llockcod was Ii red as a 

protected species in ew South Wales 
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waters. Unfortunately, specimens still 

turn up at the ydncy Fish Market , 

where they are usually confiscated on 

the market floor. Their sale in cw 

South Wales is banned. regardless of the 

location of capture. 

I 11 recent years, ant:cdotal t:vidcncc 

suggt:sts eh.it the Black n .. ockcod has 

made a slow recovery in some areas, 

with sightings ofsm,111 co medium-sized 

fish (less th,111 about one mctrt:) being 

rt:lati,·cly co1n111on. J )rcliminary scien

tific studit:s point to it being a slow

growing. Lite-maturing, long-livt:d fish. 

Most organisms with such traits arc eas

ily ovcr-h,1rvestcd and take many 

decades to recover from exploitation. 

Scientific research to date has barely 

cratched the surface of the secret life of 

the Black R .ockcod. A planned joint 

ATURE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2005 

research project between the University 

of Technology (Sydney) and ew 

South Wales Department of Primary 

Industries (Fisheries) aims to address 

some of the many information gaps for 

this species. The focus of this research 

revolves around understanding the 

spawning behaviour, home range and 

movements, population parameters (sex 

ratios, size and age at maturity, fecundi

ty and genetics) and recruitment of 

juveniles to populations in ew ouch 

Wales. The spearfishing and SCUBA

diving fraternity may play a role in 

assisting scientists in their quest for 

knowledge. 

The obvious challenge to researchers 

lies in accumulating scientific informa

tion without exerting further pressure 

on Black Rockcod populations. 

Embracing 21 St-century technological 

advances, such as tagging and tracking 

devices and underwater video systems, 

will no doubt contribute to the success 

of the research. D 

FURTHER READING 

Pogo11oski, JJ., Pollard, D.A. & Pax/011, 

J.R., 2002. Overview and action plan

for threatened and potentially

threatened marine and estuarine

fishes. E11viro11111e11t A 11s!ralia. httJJ: I I

rv1vrv.del,.gov.a11 I coasts I SJJecies /111ari11e

jis/1 /i11dex.l,1111/ 

JOI-I Poco OSKI IS A FISHERIES 

TECHNICIAN WITH THE NEW 

SOUTH WALE DEPAH.TMENT OF 

PRIMARY I DUSTl<.IES (CRO ULLA 

FISHERIES CENTRE). 
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\'\'ILD THl:--IG 

Creeping and climbing 
Cli111bi11� ,llld t"rccp111.� '1t1l>i1., /1,11•c c1·(1/,•cd 111t111)' ri111c., ,1111(111_1: p/,11w. 

11'11'1 1•111cs l1ff111-r111� 111 t"h1sc fl1 l,,1!f 1f ,11/ sccd-pl,11lf Jlll11hcs. 

S 
E\'ER./\L Y[/\R.S AGO [ 1:-S: T-\LLED /\ 
n,1ti\·e gras land in my garden by 
rramplanting clumps of nati\·e 

gr.1 , from a de\·elopmenr ,ire. For e\·
eral easons my lirtle gr,1, land brought 
me much joy. rhen ewryrhing \\·enr 
awry. little nati\·e creer er in my l,m·n. 
Wandering Jew (Co111111cli11t1 d![ri1s,1). 

began im·,1ding rhe space, bern·een rhe 
clumps. fe\\. nati\·e \·ine, planced 
among the gras,es became too as ertiYe. 
then the ornamental jasmine on ,1 near
by fence joined the fr,1y. I found rny-,elf 
locked into a b,1ckyard bartle again r 
creepers ,rnd t\\·iner'i. 

Now. ten year, 011. I h,1\·e lose. II rhe 
gr,w;es are long de,1d and ,1 tangle of ja,
mine h,1, t,1ken their place. While I ,1m 
sad abour my gr,ml.md. I am \·ery 
impres ed chat ir \\·,1s sw,1111ped so corn-

prehemi\·ely by \·ine,. \,.hy ,hould chi, 
be? 

Vine,;; ar plane, \\·ith elongated <;eems. 
\\·hich eirher creep ,1]011g rhe ground 
(creeper,). or climb upw.1r:h by grip
ping orher pl,11m. ,omerime, deYeloi: 111g 
a \\·oody ,rem ,md becoming \\·har ,He 
called ·]ia11,1s ·. Compared to ,hrub, and
rree,. \·ines ,kimp on srrucrural ,up
porc,. diwrring more of rheir r ,ource, 
to lea\·e, and roots. Became le,n-e and 
roor pm\·er grmnh. \·ine, can grow 
\'ery quickly. ofi:en becoming the first 
planes to claim newly bared ground. and 
ofi:cn ,mothering r,1llcr foliage. ome of 
chem ,prour roor from their stems to 
rake JLfranr,1ge of ne\\·ly encounrered 
oil. 

l3y growing quickly rhese planes can 
c,1pit,1li e on chang . \Xlhen a rainforest 
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Bo er Vine (Pandorea jasminoides is a 

igorous rainforest vine that has become 

popular in gardens for its attractive flo ers a 
for its value in blanketing unsightly structures. 

tr ' t�1]1'_ L1f [I\. 'rl ll ' f1.)r '\[ I. tt>lJc>d , \ 
th1t1,k \ 111 ,, .ir' t1trc>n fir,r ro till ,h 
't .1 · '. .ilrlwugh rr ·e, c>Y ·mualh o\· �
tt1f rhc>m. l )n ·lung ·.1ble t·o,1 ral un 
T, 'P r, t)tr 'll k1mm,1tc>. their runner 

• -r111g p.K, \\ 1rh ,hifr111g ·,md-. I.
mt)Jl\L)L)ll \\'L)\)L-ll,lll :k \"Ille, r t rou re; 
frt1m rub r,, qu1c · ly t'X-f loir r.iin 'allin; 
.1fr ·r J k1ng :iry. 

\. 111c>, do b q 111 rropic.11 r.1inior . � 
,1Il) T.1rz.m fm \\'Otild ·nm\·. Th lar;'; 
on,, r .1 ·h rhc> ·.mopy \\-hc>rc> rhe) com
t ·re c>rwu h· \nth tre ,. for hghr. .JS 

\\·e]] J, C0111f 'tlllg llll frrground ,or

mm1c>nr,. \\"hen ,1 11.111.1-cb :l trc>e iill, 
rh, rr, :h ,, t ur rh' t1ex1ble l1Jiu ur
\-j\" . oti: ·n going on ro form I .it\ m
<�lc>, rhar inhibit grmnh of new rr 
::-, -

\'in,, :lo t c>·r ,1long r,1infor sr e � 
\\·here> rhey c>ncoumer more> young,. ;
eunon ro chmb o\·c>r and more ,umhme 
ro fuel rheir grmnh. 

Climt ing ,md creq ing habi hJ,� 
t'\·oh-ed m.my mn , ,1mong i: Lm . \\l 

Yll1c>, occurrinu in close ro h,1]1 ot- .JI 
::-, 

c>c>d-i: l.rnr fainilic,. Th ·re> ,He> ·limbm; 
p.1hm. tern,. fi

::-, 
.. or-hi :l,. \\'Jttl m.:

F c>Js. climbing \·ia de\-i - s u ·h .b r n
drik hoo -,. spin s. ,1erial roo . Jn.:
src>ms rh,1t m·ine ,md k.111. The di\· :m
of !in aae· ·ho\\·, th,H \·olution h.JS

::-, 

ofren farnured ,1 climbing habir.
l3ur rhe a :h·,111r.1ge of bc>ing ,1 \ me-, 

co,r saYing in ,rrucmr,11 ,up�orr---,:Jr. 
al,o pro\·e a \\·e,1kn s . Vine> r m, . .l:' 
rhin-\Y.llled rubc>, sc>n·icing 1.irg num
ber, of k,n-es. .ire poorly i1N1]Jt J 
against fires and cold. an :l \·ine, .ir le.l:': 
·u ·cessful \\·here> there ,uc> col :l \\111[ l' 

or unprc>diccable fir . 
Pc>ople depend a ]or upon nn · 

\.1jor cror s include y,1111s. \\- er PNJ

ro. Pc>f per. Pumpkin. F a·. t JII' 

cucumbers. melom. P,w,ionfruir. HL1F'· 
Ki\,·i Fruit ,111d of course Gr.ift''- th 

original ·\·inc>·. ,lll t1.1rnirur "t1111 

from climbinn p,1]111s c,1lk i rJtr.lll'
::-, 

(Ccila11111s ,pc>cies). ines ,1lso mJ ' 
handy garden planrs l:ec,1u· rh \. ·111

quickly cm·er ,habby ten. s. rr ]Ji, 

and bare ground. l3ut t c>c.rns rh Y ,.l'' 

grO\\. fa-,; and Cn·our disrurt i ,ir ·

\·ine, al,o do \\·ell as \\·ccds. Rul bernn 
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Vines such as Cat's Claw Creeper (Macfadyena 

unguis-cat,) are counted among Australia's 

worst weeds because they smother native 

vegetation, sometimes including trees. 

(CryptoST(�in grn11rl[flom) and Bridal 

Creeper (AspnmJz11s nspnmgoir/es) rate as 

two of Australia's 20 worst weeds, and 

many others cause problems. At Wing

ham Scrub near Taree, New South 

Wales, garden vines nearly ruined a val

ued rainforest fragment, with 560 stems 

choking one taLI tree. The National 

Trust sprayed up to 160 litres of herbi

cide a year over several years to break 

their lock. 

But if weedy vines are proliferating 

today, so too are their native counter

parts. All over the world, damage to 

tropical forests by logging, road-build

ing, piecemeal clearing and fragmenta

tion is proving very helpful to vines, 

which contribute to the kind of 

regrowth once called 'jungle'. Damag

ing floods made worse by climate 

change and upstream defore tation also 

aid vines. So too, it seems, do green

house gases-or at least carbon dioxide. 

Deep inside the Amazon rainforest the 

mass of lianas is increasing relative to 

trees by 1.7 to 4.6 per cent each year, a 

change attributed speculatively to high 

carbon dioxide levels. 

Put simply, vines like disturbance, 

and people are disturbing the world 

more than ever before. My vine

choked garden is a microcosm of the 

wider world-or at least the warmer 

and wetter parts of it. I'm not sure we 

can do much about all this, apart from 

noting the change underway. Maybe 

someone should make a movie: "Inva

sion of the Vigorous Vines". They 

could film it in my backyard. D 

FURTHER READING 

Putz, FE. & Moone)� H.A. 1991. The 

biology of vines. Cambridge University 

Press: New York. 

Sc/111itze1; S.A. & B011gers, F 2002. The 

ecology of lia11as a11r/ their role i11 forests. 

Trends Ecol. Evol. 17(5): 223-230. 

TIM Low IS A 13IOLOGIST A D ATURE 

WR.ITER LIVING IN A VI E-CLAD 

CORNER. OF BrusnANE. HIS MOST 

IliCENT BOOKS ARE FERAL FUTURE 

AND Tl-lE NEW NATURE. 
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H 
AV!· YOU 1:.Vl:R Wl'.->IIED 
you could identify which 
neighbour's Dog left the 
steaming pile on your 

front la\\'n? T his is no\\' possible. since 
e\'ery time an offending mutt leave a 
deposit, it aho leaves behind its unique 
D A profile. In fact, a D A ·finger
print' can be taken from a wide range 
of animal sou1-ces, including seats (fae
ces), hair, feathers and even urine, and 
used co determine the species, idemiry 
and gender of the individual animal 
from \\'hich it came. This has been an 
important breakthrough in the conser
vation of rare or endangered species 
that arc difficult to trap and study. 

In 2000 I started a Ph.D. project on 
D A extraction from poo. At the time, 
researchers overseas were developing 
techniques for bears, coyotes, wolves 
and even whales, but this was a very 
new field in Australia. I spent the first 
year of my research trying different 
\\'ays of collecting. storing and \\'ashing 
seats from a range of Australian ani-
111als-as diverse as quolls, Foxes and 
rock-wallabies-co develop the most 
effective way of extracting D A co 
,1ssist in the comervation of Australian 
mam111als. It was around this time chat I 
met eil Scone and hris l3anffy fro111 
the New ouch Wales Department of 

nvironment and Conservation (DEC). 
eil and Chris were keen for me to 

apply 111y newly gained poo expertise co 
help them monitor and conserve 
Brush-tailed 1-Z.ock-wallaby colonies in 
the Wolgan Valley in Wollcmi ational 
Park, cw South Wales. 

B 
ltUSI I-TAILED n ... oCK-WALI ABIES
(Pctrogalc pc11icilla1a) are found in 

south-eastern Australia and have 
declined seriously throughout their 
range. Although monitoring changes in 
abundance is an important aspect of 
endangered-species management, 
l3rush-cailed Rock-wallabies aren't easy 
co observe or trap, and it had so far 
proved extremely difficult co estimate 
the size of the Wolgan Valley colonies. 
Since it is much ea icr co pick up a cat 
than catch a rock-wallaby, D A pro
files from poo had a lot co offer the 
conservation efforts for the species. 

Wollcmi ational Park is a fantastic 
place co do fieldwork, but the terrain 
111akes accessing many of the colonies 
extremely difficult. Indeed, the rock
wallabies were only discovered there in 
the late 1990s, when a ranger spotted 
some from a helicopter during fire
fighting operations. Further investiga
tions on foot and by air showed that the 
animals sheltered in rock crevices and 

Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies use their tails for support when jumping around rocks and boulders. 
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Wolgan River, Wollemi National Park. Brush
tailed Rock-wallabies in the Wolgan Valley prefer 
not to cross this river when dispersing between 
colonies. 

caves at the base of sheer cliffs and fed 
on the leaves of the native fig trees that 
grow on the boulders. Although their 
living arrangements seemed idy llic, 
ranger soon discovered a Fox den near
by, complete with cveral rock-wallaby 
carcasses. Predation by Foxes has prob
ably been one ofchc major causes of the 
decline of the species, and since the dis
covery, Chris Bantfy has been coordi
nating a Fox-control program co min
imise the risk from these feral predators. 

After the first colony was found, 
rangers soon found l3rush-cailed Rock
wallabies at three other locations in the 
valley-Rocky reek, rocodile R.ock 
and Little Tower. Although there wa 
no method co accurately count the 
number of walJabies at these sites, they 
appeared co be smaller populations than 
the first (Main) colony. rocodile R.ock 
was named after the di tinctive shape of 
the major rocky outcrop at this site, 
which resembles a crocodile's head with 
its jaws slightly open. Accessing the cop 
of the rocks requires clambering 
through the crocodile's 'jaws' . Other 
appropriately named locations braved 
by myself and the other intrepid poo 
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collector, included Scary C1,T, Killer 
11t Rock .rnd cn,1 l�ock. 
Neil Stone has been monitoring the 

fc.)Ur colonic, by counting scm in dc,
ig11arcd I x 2- 111ct 1T \en plot,' located 
25 metre, ap,1rt. twice each yc,1r. to 
identit�· trends in abund,rnce. I lo\\TVCr, 
,i11ce nobody know, ju,r how much 
poo a rock-w,1IL1by can do. it i, ,·cry 
difficult ro work our popul.1tion size 
from rhe number 01 ,cars collected. 
I) A .rn,1lysis could solve this problem,
because if indi,·iduals c.111 be identified
from their facc1I I) profile, . then .1
'm,irk and recapture· analysis can be
,1pplied to the I) A profiles.

I fir',t c.ir ried out a pilot study ro fiml 
out wheLl1er I) A analysis of seats was 
,1 feasible appro,1ch to identifying indi
vidual rock-wall.1bies. I found that I 
could obtain good-qu.1liry D A and 
reliably identify individu,1ls from scm 
that \\TIT les, rhan one \\·eek old. I 
could e,1,ily determine which scm 
were fre,h by their appc,1rancc (parricu
L1rly colour) and ,mell. Smelling rock-

wallaby scm was nor that popuLir ,o it 
\\'a, left to me to become the ,c1t
,1rom,1 connoi,scur. At least rock-w;1IL1-
by ,cus don ·r m1cll too b,1d, unlike the 
scat, of some of the c.1rnivorom animals 
I luvc worked 011! 

I then reamed up with cil and 
Chri, during the scat-plot ,urvcy, ,1nd, 
\\·irh the help of numcrou, volunteer,, 
we collected about 500 ,cm from the 
four rock-wall,1by colonic, over a two
year period. 13y rhc end or a field tr ip, 
even 'poo virgins' \\'ho started off dis
gusrcd at having to collect ,cars for ,1 
week ended up as cnrhusi;i,ric a, I wa, 
\\'hen locating a · reamer'. The excite
ment of finding a fre,h one was al,o of 
cour,c related to rhc chance of seeing 
the ,rni1ml rh,H recently deposited the 
sample. The rock-wallabie, in rhi, area 
arc \\·;iry bur curiom, and \\'Cre relaxed 
enough to ,it or lie around. often nod
ding off to ,lecp. while we rook photm. 

M
y l'll..OJl·Cf WA', NOi JU',l AIJOUI
frolicking around the Wolg,111 

The author selecting some 'steamers' from a rock surface. 
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Valley collecting rock-wallaby scat. and 
\\'atchi11g these lovely animals when the 
opponu11ity armc. After a field trip I 
\\'Ould return to Monash University and 
,111,1lysc ,111 the s,1111plcs I had collected. 
The (iN ,rep for isolating the I) A 
1m·olvc, 111assag1ng the seats in plastic 
bags containing a cocktail of chemicals 
to remove ,1, 111,111y inte,rinal cells as 
p<miblc from the <;urface. This also splits 
the cell, open ,1nd releases their D A. 

a,,aging ,c,n, 1, certainly one way to 
,trengthcn the muscles in your hand 
and finger,. but not ,omething I would 
rccon1111cnd trying at home. 

After a purification ,tcp to separate 
the rock-\\'allaby I) A from the poo, I 
LJ',Cd a 1,cc of genetic rn,irkcrs (sequences 
of I) A that c,111 differ between individ
ual'>) to d1,tingui,h individuals based on 
their I) A fingerprint. Because close 
relative<; arc genetically 1,irnilar, I had to 
emu re that I med a sufficient number of 
generic rn,irker, to 111in1rnisc the ri k of 
,1 rnatch between t\\'O rock-\\'allabies. I 
,11,o determined the 1,cx of the indi,·idual 
by using ,1 gencttc marker found only on 
the Y (rnalc) chrornmornc. 

ftcr 111.111y rnonrh, \\'Ork1ng in the 
l,1boratory. I fi11,1lly started to 1dcnn�· 
,cir, that c,1111c from the ,ame rock-,ral
L1by. U,1ng ,c.it, collected bet\\'een 
:2()() I and 2003 from ,111 four colonies rn 
the Wolgan V.1llcy. I confirmed the 
Main colony \\'a, the Lirgc,t 111 the ral
lcy, conr,1111ing bct\\'ecn (10 and O ani
mals. \\'hilc Crocodile l�ock and R.ock) 
Creek c,Kh h,1d a population ,ize of 
15-20 ,1rn111als. Little Tmwr h,1d only a
fr"' ani111,1I, but, during che t\\·o year,oi
,en collection ,111d ,111,1ly,i,. tlm colony
appc;ircd ro ha,-e incrca,ed in size. Th1i
i11crca1,c in ,izc could be due to imm1-
gr.1tion or birth of nc\\ rock-\\ .1ll.1bie,.
There \\·,1, genetic e\'Jdc11ce that a
female detected 111 rhc fir,r ye.ir of s,1111-
pltng in th1, colony \\,1, likely to be the
mother o( a rock-\\'all.1by ,ampled t\\'O 

yc,ir, L1tcr.
benefit of m111g I) A fingerprint,

to coum rock-,ull.ib1e, 1, th,H the

111(orn1,1t1011 c.111 be mnl to 1nfrr p.n

tcrns of 111O,'L' 111c11t between die_
colonic, (b,1�cd on the p,1tter 11, 01 

genetic ,11111 l.1 rtt ,. hL't,, cc11 1mltndu,ih
1-rorn tl11, I lc.1r-11t rh.ll c,Kh colony in

the Wolg.111 V,1lkY 1, like ,111 1,l,111d ,iu.l

th,H n�ck-\\',1ll.�b1e, r.irely tllOl't' 

, ; 
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When disturbed, Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies like-th;:·f�male are sometimes as curious about us as we
are of them.

between them. They also didn't seem to 

like getting their feet wet, as there was 

evidence of less movement between 

colonies across the Wolgan River than 

between colonies on the same side of 

the river. A low rate of dispersal 

between the colonies results in each 

colony being genetically distinct from 

the others. 

The rock-wallabies living within each 

colony are closely related. However, 

there were individuals in each of the 

colonies whose DNA was sufficiently 

different to suggest they were recent 

immigrants. These immigrants also 

appeared to have come from unknown 

colonies, indicating there were proba

bly more undiscovered colonies of 

Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies in the 

area. Neil has since discovered another 

colony and it is likely there are others 

scattered throughout the valley. 

The results of my study suggest that, 

to conserve the maximum amount of 

genetic biodiversity in the Wolgan Val

ley Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby popula

tions, we must maintain all colonies if 

possible. Since the colonies are geneti

cally distinct, each is an important com

ponent of the overall genetic composi

tion of the entire va!Jey population. 
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The major threat to these colonies is 

Foxes. Although the Main colony was 

the only one protected from Fox preda

tion when I started my study, the results 

showed that the smaller colonies 

weren't simply 'satellite' colonies or 

outposts of the Main colony and so 

they all require independent manage

ment and conservation. 

The novel DNA methods I devel

oped and used in this study will hope

fu!Jy assist in reversing the extensive 

decline and extinction of Brush-tailed 

Rock-wallaby colonies in south-eastern 

Australia and offer great opportunities 

for studying other endangered and rare 

Australian species in the future. D 

FURTHER READING 

Hazlitt, S.L, Eldridge, M.D.B. & 

Goldizen, A. W, 2004. Fine-scale spatial 

genetic correlation analyses reveal strong 

female philopatry within a brush-tailed 

rock-111allaby colony in southeast 

Queensland. Mo!. Ecol. 13: 3621-3632

Pig_�ott, M.P & Taylo,; A.C., 2003.

Re111ote collection of DNA and its 

application i11 co11ser,;ation ,nanage111ent a11d 

1111ders1andi11g the populatio11 biology of rare 

and cryptic species. W ild!. Res. 3 0: 1-13.

Brush-tailed 

Rock-wallabv 
Petrogale penicillata 

Classification 

Family Macropodidae. 

Identification 

One of the larger species of rock

wallaby, 4.9-10.9 kg. Coat colour 

brown above, rufous on rump and 

grey on shoulders, with chest and 

belly paler. White to buff cheek 

stripe. Prominent brush on tail. 

Habitat and Distribution 

Once abundant in rocky areas in a 

wide range of habitat. Ranges 

from south-eastern Old to Vic. The 

only rock-wallaby species found 

in Vic. Has suffered a significant 

decline in its former range. 

Biology 
Largely nocturnal during summer, 

more crepuscular in winter. 

Prefers rocky outcrops with rock 

crevices, caves and ledges for 

shelter during the day. Feeds on 

grasses and forbs. Colonies 

comprised of social groups, often 

a single male and 1 to 3 females. 

Females produce a single pouch 

young and breeding may be 

continuous. 

Status 

'Endangered' in NSW, 'critically 

endangered' in Vic. 

Piggott, M.P & Taylor, A.C., 2003.

Extensive evaluation of faecal preservation 

and DNA extraction rnethods in Australian 

native and introduced species. Aust. J. 

Zoo!. 51: 341-355.

DR. MAXI E PIGGOTT COMPLETED HER. 

PH.D. AT MONASH UNIVERSIT Y AND IS 

APPLYING ON-I VASIVE TECH IQUES 

TO OTHER. BR.USH-TAILED ROCK

WALLABY COLONIES A D TO OTHER. 
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CURJUNTLY IN THE SCHOOL OF 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE , MACQUARIE 

UNIVERSITY. 
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le.if liner need ro be L·nnqt1L'red b ·tixe 1r c.1n rL'.llh rlw ,urf1cc. -

Rod,, .rnd br.lllchc, ,ire in 1r, ,u,·. Unh- L)IlL' d.1, ,ls!,). 1r h.id 

h .. irchcd fro1n .111 L'�� rl1,1r \\',h buried deep 1n rhe 'L)ll. �L)\\ H pu,h- "

(Above) A brush-turkey chick emerges from its incubation mound. When reaching the surface, 

the chicks scan their surroundings carefully and hardly move, to avoid attracting predators. 

They then quickly run into the nearest thicket to hide. (Right) During the breeding season, adult 

male brush-turkeys carry a yellow wattle around their neck, which they can either retract, as 

seen in this picture, or inflate during social interaction. 
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It \\'as 011 a remote volcanic i,land in 

the 'ouch Pacific that I came acrms 111y 

fi1-.,c meg,1pode chick. in a nesting bur

ro\\' more than a metre deep. It had 

taken me ,everal hours to remove ,111 the 

soil to reach that depth. and I could nor 

help but ,1d111ire the little Polyncsian 

megapode that was about to dig its way 

up the ,urfacc. through all th,H soil and 

gravel. Since then, my admiration for 

the,e young birds h,1s not ceased. 

Meg,1podes (meaning 'big-feet") lc,we 

the incubation of their egg, to extern,11 

hear sources, such as geothermal heat 

on volcanic islands, or the heat pro

duced by microbial decomposition of 

le,1f litter in self-made incubation 

n1ound,. All three AustraliJn 111cga

podc, use the latter strategy. Mcgapodcs 

arc also exceptional became they pro

,·idc 110 parental care; their chicks ,1rc 

left to fend for themseh-cs. The only 

contribution mothers 111,1ke to the sur

,·ival of their offspring i, by depositing 

large amounts of yolk into the cgg-,o 

much that the chicks can still feed on it 

after hatching. 

When I started my studies on 

megapode chicks more than ten years 

ago. I had many qucsriom. ,uch a, how

long do the chicks remain in the soil 

,1fter h,1tchi11g? The boob ,,1y that 

megapode chicks can fly ·\0011 after 

h,1tchi11g 
... l3ur how soon i, ,oon

hours or days? Flying obviously i,11 't 

pmsible when you arc stuck in the ,oil. 

Little was also known about how m,111y 

chicks survive. where they live and how 

far they disper e. In addition. there \\'as 

the que tion of how these young birds 

recog1ii<,e pred,1tors. food and their own 

kind. given that they have 110 parent, 

around to teach them. here were lot, 

of mysteries to be soh-ed. and I feel for

tunate that I ha,-c had the opportunity 

to unravel some of them. 

T
I Ila AU� 1 ll..ALlt\N IJRU)I 1-1 URKI Y

(Alco11m /111/,11111i) is an ideal 

mcg,1podc ,pccies to study. I 11 m,rny 

arc,1s along the east coast. brmh-turkeys 

build their large incub,1tion mounds 

from moi,t mulch in private g,1rdem. 

The m,·ner, of ,uch gardens ,omctime, 

find chi, un,1ccept,1ble. e,pcci,1lly if the 

bird, incorporate plants, top soil and 

even ,prinkler, into their moumk For 

me. these suburban mounds ,1re ,1 wcl-
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come source of eggs, which I then 

incubate artifici,1lly to obt;1in chick-. 

Finding the egg, requires digging 
through tonne, of ,oil by hand, which 

take, a couple of hour, per mound. 

One of my fir,t <,tudie, \\'a, to ob,crvc 

how the chick.. dug the1melvc, out of a 
Per,pcx ·digging box· that ,,,1, he,1ted 

from the bottom ,rnd filled with mulch 

lll,ltcrial from an incubation mound. I 

found that. for the fir,t I o hour, or so 

after hatching, the chicks h,1rdly move, 

except when they preen their fc,1thcrs. 

During thi, time. while they continue 

to absorb nutric1w, from their internal

yolk 1-c,ervc, their plumage dries and 

their lungs fill with air. Also. the ,ofr 

inner egg mc111br,111e. to which rhe 

chicks ,ire ,till attached. drie, and fall, 
off. fter that, ho\\'c\'er. they dig rhcir 

way ,tra1ght up. ,111d only rock, or 

branche, force them to cake dero1Jr\. 

While digging. they ,1rc often co111-

plctcly ,urrounded by ,oil. bur they ,top 

frequently ,111d. when they do. rhey 

fashion a \111all air c.l\'ity around them-

"1'\ILIU \L\lll\11\ \l'lllN<, '11"' 



selves, which helps them to breathe. 

AJJ 31 chicks in the digging box 

reached the surface, but the smaller and 

lighter ones took much longer than the 

heavier ones. The fastest chick emerged 

after 26 hours, the slowest after 55 

hours, and the average time was 40 

hours. No chick ever emerged after 

dark. This makes sense, because at dusk, 

brush-turkey chicks climb up a tree to 

roost. Emerging after dark would leave 

these hatchlings, which are so depen

dent on their eyesight, vulnerable to 

ATUR.E AUSl RALIA SPRING 2005 

predation by owls and carnivorous mar

supials. Numerous predators al o await 

emerging chicks during the day. But 

the chicks make a dash for the neare t 

thicket as soon a they exit the mound. 

Sometimes they are wobbly at first, 

which is not surprising since they have 

never run before, but they nevertheless 

move at an amazingly fast speed for a 

bird that only weighs around 150 

grams. 

Many people who live with brush

turkeys remark that they never see the 

An adult male brush-turkey on his incubation 
mound. This mound is in its early stage of 

construction. When completed, mounds can be 
up to three metres high and four to five metres 

in diametre. 
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A male brush-
_
turkey covers an egg that has been deposited in his mound by one of the several visiting females. This egg was laid in an unusually 

shallow location; normally the eggs are buried much deeper. 
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Australian Brush-turkey 
Alectura lathami 

Classification 

Order Galliformes, family Megapodiidae (megapodes). 

Identification 

Adults 2.1-2.6 kg with black laterally flattened tail. Wings black, feathers 

on chest and side of breast brownish-black with paler fringes. Head and 

neck mostly bare and red, neck bare and yellow. During breeding season, 

males carry a wattle around the neck. Chicks weigh 100-170 g, have no tail 

feathers or bare head, and are brown all over. 

Habitat and Distribution 

East coast of Aust. from Cape York to lllawarra region south of Sydney. In 

wet and dry rainforests and gullies, but also drier areas with lots of 

undergrowth. Recently also suburban gardens. 

Biology 

Does not incubate eggs or look after chicks (typical of megapodes). Males 

build incubation mounds of leaf litter in which eggs are incubated by heat 

produced by microbial decomposition of organic material. Several females 

lay eggs into one mound, from July/Aug. to Jan./Feb. 

chicks. while the older birds are so con
spicuom. A radio-tracking study pro
vided 111ore imights into the reason for 
chi,. n,,1dio-tramrnircers glued co the 
back of the chicks ,1llowed my co
worker Uwe Vogel and me (then at 
Griffith University) to follow them 
once they had been released in rainfor
est near natural brush-turkey mounds. 

Tracking was ,1n emotional ordeal 
because rno tly all we found were their 
rem,1im-fe,1rheVi and the cran mitter. 
Some feather, were bitten off one by 

one. sigm chat the culprit had been a 
C.1c. Other, had been plucked out 

without beinu dama,red at the base, 
� ::--, 

indicative of a bird of prey. and some-

times I f()Und whole p,1rts of a "·ing bit

ten off and di,carded. a, Dingoes. Foxei

and Dogs rend co do. A ·nake \\'as only

identified a'> rhe pred,1cor once. when

the siunal came from imide a large Car-
� 

. � 

per JJyrhon. Car, \\·ere by far 1 ,·orir

pred,ttoVi, ,1nd 111orc rhan once did 1

receive a sign,11 from imide houses at

the edge of the r.1inforesr. The houie-
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owners insisted that their Cats never kill 

birds, but the freshly dead chicks in the 

corners of their living rooms always 

proved them wrong. 

One factor, however, did enable some 

chicks to survive: the presence of large 

patches of thickets, such as lantana, 

raspberry and blackberry. This demon

strates once more how important such 

thickets are for the survival of many 

small ground-living birds (and also 

mammals), even though they are 

regarded as weeds. ln my study, l 

released chicks at two sites, one a rather 

intact old-growth rainforest without 

much ground over, the other a more 

disturbed site with more patches of lan

tana and other thickets. Survival was 

significantly higher at the second site. 

Some chicks travelled up to 800 metres 

a day to find suitable thickets to hide in, 

even though they had been released 

near an incubation mound. 

In summary, radio-tracking revealed 

three reasons why brush-turkey chicks 

are not often seen. First, because most 

WHILE CHICKS MAY 

encounter 

their parents after 

emerging
} 

they never 

form any bonds 

with them. 

of them are killed; second, because 

those that survive prefer to live secretly 

in dense thickets; and third, because 

they often disperse large distances. A 

fourth reason became obvious when 

chicks were raised in captivity: their 

rapid growth rate. At hatching, they 

weigh between 100 and 170 grams, and 

within nine to ten months, they weigh 

ten times as much. The chicks have 

fluffy brown feathers at hatching, but 

start exchanging these for black feathers 

at the age of three weeks. When two 

months old, they look like miniature 

adults, except that they lack the bright 

red head and yellow wattle around the 

neck. By the age of eight months, they 

are nearly fully grown and have almost 

reached the adult body weight of 

approximately 2.2 kilograms for 

females and 2.5 kilograms for males. 

R
AISING CHICKS IN CAPTIVITY ALSO 

allowed me to study how they 

recognise predators, food and fellow 

brush-turkeys without the opportunity 

of learning from adults. While chicks 

n1ay encounter their parents after 

emerging from the incubation mound, 

they never form any bonds with them 

and live completely on their own. To 

observe their response to predators, I 

moved two-day-old chicks into a large 

outdoor aviary and presented them 

with predators, including a live Dog 

One-week-old brush-turkey chick. With their brown plumage, these young birds blend in with their surroundings and can hardly be seen when 

motionless. 
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Two one-week-old brush-turkey chicks encounter one another in an outdoor aviary. Most of the 

social behaviour found in adults is already present in freshly hatched chicks. 

an :l Car rh,ir ha I b en cr.1i1K I ro \\ .ii 

rhrough rhe .1\·i.1n·. a rubber ,11.1k' rh.H 
\\·a, pulled ,1]011g rhe floor. ,md ,1 ,ilhou
ette of ,1 gmh,m·k rhar ·fle\\.· m·erh -.id. 
The youn� rer, ·rou ·hed \\·h ·11 rhe� 

�.\\\' rhe bird of r rey. and rh 'Y r.rn .m·.1y 
\\·hen rhe Cir ,rnd Dog arr r ),1che -1. 
The ,nakt' t'\ ·okt'd rhe le,1,r re,r 011,e. ,1, 
if rhe chick, kne\\' rhar rhey c rnld our

run it c,1,ily. 
Follo\\·ing rhe l.mer m,dy. I fi:lr ,1 !or 

more confidcnr about rele.1si11g rhc 

chicb back into rhicker, in rhc \\·ild 

afrer obscn·ing rhe111. In ,1ddirio11. I 

found char chick, ,1lso h,1\·e no difficulry 

recogni,ing food. Brn,h-rurkey, feed 

on \\·hatc\'er in\'ertebr,ire,. ,ccd, ,md 

fruit they e,1n find. \l hen I p1-e,cnrL·d 

[\\'O-day-o]d chicks \\'ith the choice or 

\'ariou, potcllti,1 ! food ,rnd 11011-f'ood 

1tc111, (such as pebbles) they ,00 11 
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I ',ir11 'i w d1rt'L't th ·ir p ,d,,, .H rh , 
� .1!.H.1l I· ti.)L)d )J1h. h,L, I rh.H tth'Y ·d. 
,uch .1, e.1rth\\ L)rtl1'. \\ .1, tl1 ·u 
t�l\·ounr ' .  \\'h1d1 1, tll)r ,uq n,111g gt\' '11 

rh.H ,u ·h fa,r grL)\\ rh 11 · · !, tL) l · ,uf 

porr 'd by .1 h1gh-pt\)t ·u1 d1 't. 
l�ccog111,mg f rt' LHL)r, .llld tt)L)d 1,

ck.1rly nor i1tli ·ulr for ch1d,,. Bur IW\\ 
,1bour recogm,111g rh ·1r L)\\ 11 k111d� 1 11 

c.1pri\·iry. rhc� forn1 group, \\ uh l,tlw1
chick, fi-0111 .m c.1rh .1gc. ,111d t'\" ·11 1 11
rhc \\ ild r\\ ) chi,·k, .ire occ.ts1,H1.ilh
�ecn rogcrhn. The u,11.1! pmccss h\
\\·hich bird, k,1n1 lt) rccon111,c con:-, 

,pcc1fic, 1, c.ilkd 1111pr 111l1 11g .llld

de, -ribc, ho\\' h.1rchl111g, li.H·111 bLl 11d, tn

rhc fir,r con,p 1n1011\ ohjcct ·11nH1n

A male brush-turkey showing the typical 

identification features of the adult birds: a 

vertical tail, red head and yellow wattle. 

.. l "'-'' ... '1 l', \ t) ' \ '\ l l " t' .. l( \. 

cl ,· \ 'l ' 'l' \\ \ ...... \ ,, l 
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body colour and pecking movements, 

to identify members of their own 

species. They might also use acoustic 

cues, such as the one short call that 

brush-turkey chicks utter, and l plan to 

investigate this in the future. 

Megapodes are also affected by factors 

long before hatching, such as the 

amount of hormones and yolk that 

mothers deposit into their eggs, and by 

the temperature in their incubation 

mounds. David Booth (University of 

Queensland) and l have recently shown 

that the incubation temperature strong

ly affects the hatchling's sex. This study 

was triggered by reports from an Abo

r iginal elder that the numbers of male 

and female adult brush-turkeys differ 

after hot or cold nesting seasons. We 

incubated eggs at 31 ° C, 34° C, or 36° 

C-temperatures found in natural incu

bation mounds. At 34° C equal num

bers of females and males hatched, but

significantly more females hatched at

36° C, and more males at 31 ° C. Many
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readers will immediately think of simi

larities with some reptiles, such as croc

odiles and turtles. These also bury their 

eggs, and their sex is determined by the 

incubation temperature. However, in 

birds, including brush-turkeys, sex is 

determined by ex chromosomes long 

before incubation, whereas the reptiles' 

sex is determined during incubation. 

We do not yet know what causes the 

sex bias in brush-turkeys. It may be that 

male embryos are more likely to die at 

higher temperatures, and females at 

lower, but it could also be that temper

ature somehow overrides the influence 

of sex chromosomes. Another mystery 

to be solved in the fascinating life histo

ry of megapodes! D 

FURTHER READING 

Jones, D.N, Dekker, R. WR] & 

Roselaa,; C. S., 199 5. The megapodes. 

Oxford University Press: Oxford. 
Goth, A. & Vogel, U, 2003.Juvenile 

dispersal and habitat selectivity in the 

megapode Alectura lathami (Australian 

Brush-turkey). Wild!. Res. 30: 69-74. 

Goth, A. & Evans, CS., 2004. Social 

responses without early experience: 

Australian brush-turkey chicks use specific 

visual cues to aggregate with conspecffics.]. 

Exp. Biol. 207: 2199-2208. 

Goth, A. & Booth, D., 2004. 

Temperature-dependent sex-ratio in a bird. 

Biology Letters [doi: 10.1098/ 
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WHY DO 

-SEA TURTLES SHUT DOWN

THEIR STRESS RESPONSE S¥ !EM 

DURING THE BREEDING SEASON? 





I 
I TI IE 1:ARLY I-VI: I 1C, 1111: 13 I KY 
silhouette of a barnadc-clad turtle 
lurched up the white coral sand 
onto the fore-dune of Bell Cay in 

the Swains Red-a Loggerhead Turtle 
rookery in the outhern corner of the 
Great 13,urier Reef. In itself this was an 
unremarkable feat, because fe111ale Log
gerhead Turtles (Carel/a rnrma) have 
been going ashore to lay eggs for the 
last 200 million year . However. chi 
fem,dc had recently been severely 
attacked by a Tiger Shark and was bear
ing a horrendou injury. The shark·s 
teeth had punctured and removed a 
dinner-plate-sized portion of her hind 
car,1pacc (top shell), a piece o large that 
loops of her intestine now dragged up 
the beach behind her. Unfazed. this 
female continued on her way, success
fully laying her eggs before returning 
b.1ck, perh,1ps for the la\t time, to the
ocean.

Was this an amazing individual feat of 
pain tolerance) Yes and no. There is 
now consider,1ble evidence, both anec-

DESPITE THE HUGE 

a,noun t of natural 

disturbance facing 

these females during 

nes tin�
) ·we u;ere 

never able to detect 

'stressed ) turtles. 

dotal and from recent re carch, that 
fe111alcs of all seven species of sea turtles 
exhibit a great ability to endure a host 
of injurie and other disturbances co 
make the most of their reproductive 
opportunities. In essence, during nest
ing, sea turtle appear to be stress
proofed. 

Author Mark Hamann captures an adult female Green Turtle, used in his study to measure st 
· I · h. 

ress 
responses in sea turt es during courts 1p. 
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I 
ATURE, ALL A IMAL ARE FACED 

with adverse disturbance or 'stres
sors'. For example, during their lives 
most animals will confront harsh 
weather events (storms, floods 
drought), social pressure such as com� 
petition and hierarchies, and the ever
present reality of predation and disea e. 
Consequently, animals have evolved 
complex physiological systems that 
attempt to reduce the impact of stres-
ors on their survival. The e stress

response systems generally involve hor
mone that regulate the phy iological 
and behavioural respon cs that occur 
when changes in the immediate envi
ronment threaten an animal's wellbeing 
or survival. 

he most commonly known of these 
are the flight-or-fight responses, pri
marily governed by two rapidly acting 
hormones called adrenaline and nor
adrenaline. When faced with a sudden 
threat such as a predator, these hor
mones almo t instantly prepare an ani
mal to either tan I up for itself and 
confront the aggressor or situation. or 
to flee. However, not all sere sful 
encounters can be 111anaged by this 
short-term response. More pervasive 
stressors 111ay last for hours or days, and 
to deal with these type\ of stressful sit
uations animals use a different set of 
stress hormones, a class of tcroid hor
mone called glucocorticoid . 

T he 111ain glucocorcicoid hormone 
found in sea turtles is corcicmterone 
and it i generally involved with a suite 
of discrete and often long-term behav
ioural and physiological respomc that 
arc geared towards helping survival. For 
example, reproductive acti\·itics are 
energetically expensive and conse
quently are often one aspect of an ani
mal's life history compromised \\·hen 
adult animals arc exposed to pc1Tasive 
strcssors. Indeed several cudie have 
shown that stressed ani111als-rhose 
with high levels of corticosterone in 
their blood-will often shut down 
reproductive activitic and transfer 
energy reserves towards un·ival. reco\·
ery and/or repair. 

While the mechanic of the way ani
mals deal \Yith stress arc \\"ell under
stood, until relatively recently there was 
little knowledge of the way stress \ras 
involved in the ecology of free-ranging 
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Green Turtles are promiscuous and any one female may mate with several males in a courtship season. The females then store the sperm in their 

oviducts so they can fertilise each of the five or so clutches per season, without having to find another male. 

animals. Now scientists have begun to 

learn ways in which animals modify 

their stress response to facilitate or pro

mote particular stages or events of their 

live . Put simply, sometimes it is benefi

cial for an individual to mount a stress 

response, but in other stages in the life 

cycle it may not be. Now we come to 

the puzzle. Why do sea turtles shut 

down their stress response system dur

ing the breeding season? 

How and why sea turtles 'stress

proof ' themselves during breeding were 

aspects investigated during our Ph.D. 

studies at the University of Queensland. 

Working with Queensland Environ

mental Protection Agency's (QEPA) 

turtle research project, we were able to 

collect several thousand blood samples 

to measure hormonal responses to vari

ous stressful situations in breeding and 
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non-breeding sea turtles. In doing so, 

we documented some very impressive 

physiological accounts of how female 

sea turtles could withstand formidable 

naturally occurring stressors to carry 

out reproduction. 

T
HE !TE OF MOST OF OUR WORK on 

nesting Green Turtles was Raine 

Island, a small coral cay in the northern 

Great Barrier Reef. Raine Island is 

arguably the largest Green Turtle rook

ery in the world and in the 'really big' 

years of nesting on this island, as many 

as 15,000 Green Turtles (C/1e/011ia 

111yrlas) may emerge in a single night to 

lay their eggs. In the ensuing melee, 

females inadvertently jostle, hinder and 

clamber over one another in attempts to 

find a small piece of unoccupied sand to 

dig their nest and lay a clutch of eggs. 

Not surprisingly, in such extreme high

density situations natural disturbance to 

nesting activities is great, and Green 

Turtles often have to repeat the process 

over many nights before they are able to 

successfully lay their eggs. Following 

analysis of corticosterone levels in blood 

samples taken from turtles on our first 

trip to Raine Island, what surprised us 

was that, despite the huge amount of 

natural disturbance facing these females 

during nesting, we were never able to 

detect 'stressed' turtles (that is, those 

with high corticosterone levels). T his 

made us curious , so we looked for 

females stressed by other factors. 

Apart from crowds, Raine Island pre

sents Green Turtles with another prob

lem-heat stress. Generally, post-nest

ing sea turtles return directly to the 

ocean. However on the south side of 
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A Loggerhead Turtle completes her nesting cycle at Mon Repos, under the watchful eyes of tourists 
and staff from the Queensland Environmental Protection Agency. This is the best time to observe 

the turtles and to collect information (size, tag numbers etc.). 
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Green Turtle 
Chelonia mydas 

Classification 

Family Chelonidae. 

Identification 

Olive-green above, cream below. Moderate-sized head. Shell almost 

circular to heart-shaped. Adult females and males approx. 105 and 95 cm 

shell length, respectively. 

Biology 
Breeds every 4-6 years and each breeding season lays av. 5-6 clutches of 

approx. 115 eggs. Sexual maturity at 30-40 years old. Eats mainly 

seagrasses or algae. Pan-tropical distribution. 

Status 

Vulnerable. 

R.aine Island many females returning to 
the ocean have to cross a shallow depres

sion running lengthways along the 

beach. For some females this depres ion 

delay their return to the ocean because, 
once at the bottom of it, they cannot 

easily see the seaward hor izon that nor
mally guides their path back to the 
water. onsequently, some turtle that 
enter this depre sion become disorien
tated and wander along the beach, often 

until after dawn. On clays that were 

clear, hot and with little wind, female 

sea turtles that were still on the beach 
after dawn endured body temperatures 
well above their comfort zone. In ome 
instances females actually overheated and 
died as body temperatures rose above 
40° C, some I 0° hotter than when they 
emerged from the ocean. Surely heat 
sere s would elicit a hormonal stress 
response. However, amazingly, we found 
chat irrespective of the potentially lethal 
nature of this overheating , female Green 
Turtles did not produce a significant 
hormone stress response. Moreover, by 
measuring sex hormones in these same 
heat-exposed females, it was evident that 
they were still capable of ovulating to 
produce the subsequent clutch of eggs. 

After looking at our Raine Island find
ings we decided to go to even more 
extremes. We began inve tigacing ere s 
response in nesting Loggerhead Turtles 
that had been recently attacked by 
sharks. To do this, we travelled to a malJ 
rookery in the wains Reefs and collect
ed blood samples from nesting female 
chat had signs of recent shark attack and 
chose that were injury free. Incredibly, 

we found no indication that severe and 
recent hark damage to Loggerhead Tur
tles during the nesting season triggered a 
stress response chat might lead these 
female to abandon reproduction. Fur
thermore, even when exposed to the 
short-term sere ses of capture (by us) and 
blood collection, shark-attacked female 
Loggerhead Turtles exhibited no greater 
hormone tress respon e than uninjured 
females. 

It was becoming very clear that, dur
ing the nesting pha e of their reproduc
tive cycle. female ea turtle showed a 

robust ability to shut down their stress 

respomc to both social and environmen-

A young Green Turtle swimming mid ocean. 
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ta! stressors. However, at this stage of 

our re earch, we were still unclear if 
female sea turtles were per111anently 
stress-proofed or if it was just a phase 
coinciding with their nesting activities. 
Building upon data collected fro111 
nesting turtles exposed to natural stres
sors, we then tested the capacity for 

fe111ale sea turtles to modulate or 
change their stress response in different 

phases of their reproductive cycle. To 
do this we subjected four groups of 
healthy, uninjured fe111ale sea turtles
non-breeding turtles, those in the early 

stages of the reproductive cycle (begin
ning to deposit yolk into their ovarian 

follicles), those in the late stages of the 
reproductive cycle (pre-111igratory), and 
nesting turtles-to artificial stress 
through a 'capture-stress protocol'. 
T his is a research technique widely 
used in ani111als to measure their stress 
responsiveness. It involved collecting 
blood samples from turtles i111mediate
ly following capture and then at hourly 
intervals for up to eight hours. Turtles 
that showed a stress response were those 
whose corricosterone levels increased 
with time. 

As we expected, fe111ale turtles that 
were not preparing to breed or those in 
the early stages of the reproductive 
cy cle were not stress-proofed and they 
increased the levels of stress hor111ones 
when exposed to capture and handling. 
T his led us to believe that, if turtles suf
fered severe injuries in these stages, it 

Loggerhead Turtle 
Caretta caretta 

Classification 

Family Chelonidae. 

Identification 

ONCE EGG-LAYING 

begins, they enter 

a 'trance-like' state 

and nothing, it seems, 

will stop them. 

may result in changes to the reproduc

tive cycle, including the cessation of 

existing reproductive development 
(yolk production) or an increase in the 

interval between breeding seasons. This 
theory is now supported by capture
mark-recapture data collected by the 
QEPA's turtle project. 

Interestingly, these experiments also 

showed that female sea turtles began to 
shut down their stress response as they 

entered the lacer stages of the reproduc
tive cycle, which occurs shortly before 
they 111igrace (final stages of yolk depo
sition), and by the ci111e they had 
arrived at their courtship areas/nesting 
beach they had co111pletely decreased 
their stress response. This suggests that 

Dark brown above, cream below. Head of adults large and massive. Shell 

elongate and heart-shaped. Adults of both sexes approx. 95 cm shell length. 
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Biology 
Breeds every 3-5 years and each breeding season lays av. 3 clutches of 

approx. 120 eggs. Sexual maturity at 30-40 years old. Eats marine molluscs 

crustaceans, sponges, jellyfishes and fishes. Pan-tropical distribution. 

Status 

Endangered. 

a physiological threshold is reached 
around the time of migration departure 

whereby female sea turtles rank current 

reproduction higher than immediate 

survival or future reproduction. The 

next piece of the puzzle was to deter-

111ine how long turtles remained in this 

stress-proofed state. 

F
EMALE Grl.._EE A D LOGGrn .. HEAD
Turtles lay 111ultiple clutches of eggs 

per season, approximately every two 

weeks, hence a nesting season for an 

individual 111ay last for two to three 

111onths. What we did not know was 

whether this stress-proofed state lasted 

for the entire nesting season, or 

whether, as a fe111ale laid more clutches 
and hence got closer to expending her 

total seasonal reproductive output, she 

would start to show signs of a stress 

response. Continuing our capture-stress 

protocol, this time on Green Turtles at 

various stages of the nesting season, we 

found chat females remained stress

proofed for the entire two-to-three-

111onth period. This indicated that the 
relative amount of reproductive invest

ment re111aining was not influencing the 
capacity for stress proofing. In essence, 

nesting turtles were shutting down their 
stress response to 111aximise reproduc

tion in the current sea on. 

This is particularly i111portant because 

fe111ale turtles invest substantial energy 

in preparation for a nesting season (for 

exa111ple, developing eggs). In a separate 

study we found that, if female Green 

Turtles at Raine Island are forced by 
disturbance to undertake several unsuc
cessful nesting atte111prs throughout the 

course of the season, they stand to waste 

valuable energy. This may ultimately 

mean char they are able to lay fewer 

clutches of eggs than expected. 

Although it is emerging as a complicat
ed system, our studies suggest that 

female turtles are stress-proofing them

selves to safeguard against natural distur

bances char may ochen.vise cause them 

to transfer energy away from their eggs 
to other activities. 

While it may seem intuitive that 

decreasing their stress response may 

enable nesting sea turtles to successfully 

nest and in turn produce more offspring 

carrying their genes, shutting down the 

stress response is likely to have costs. 
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An adult female Green Turtle has come ashore to nest despite recent damage to her right front flipper, possibly caused by a shark. Injuries such as this 

are relatively frequent among nesting sea turtles. 

Females that do not respond to their 

injuries or to their adverse environment 

are more likely to forsake their own sur

vival for reproduction. Throughout 

nature a trade-off between survival and 

reproduction is widely observed in 

plants and animals, and our data indi

cate that the ability of sea turtles to shut 

down the stress response could provide 

a physiological basis for producing this 

trade-off 

lt is important to note that, despite 

their apparent stress-proofing, sea tur

tles do not deliberately go looking for 

trouble; indeed, they will use a reper

toire of behaviours to avoid stressful sit

uations. For example, if circled by a 

Tiger Shark, a Loggerhead Turtle, given 

the chance, will position itself vertically 

in the water and pivot, perhaps in an 

effort to prevent or reduce the severity 

of the attack. Further, sea turtles in the 

early stages of nesting are extremely 

wary, and will readily abort a nesting 

attempt and return to the water if dis

turbed by moving people and/or artifi-
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cial lights. However, once egg-laying 

begins, they enter a 'trance-like' state 

and nothing, it seems, will stop them. 

This is the ideal time for people to view 

this amazing spectacle. 

While a female sea turtle will never 

have the chance to meet and care for 

her offspring, she draws on many 

evolved strategies designed to increase 

the odds her offspring will survive. By 

effectively turning a blind eye to natur

al disturbances during the breeding 

season, stress-proofed turtles are 

indirectly giving a maternal hand to the 

next generation. D 
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RAINFORESTS ARE OFTEN PERCEIVED AS A 

'GARDEN OF EDEN'. So WHY DID IT TAKE SO 

LONG FOR HUMANS IN AUSTRALIA TO 

COLONISE THEM? 

COPING with
NOOCI_OUS 

TS 
BY RICHARD COSGROVE 

(Abovel People from the Russell River area in the 1880s preparing for a ceremonial gathering. Often 

decorated with cockatoo feathers and armed with large hardwood swords and shields, the people would 
hold ceremonies for up to two weeks, dancing, trading and settling disputes, all the while being sustained 
by huge quantities of processed nut meal together with other rainforest plants and animals. (Left) The Wet 

Tropics World Heritage area in north-east Queensland is home to a huge variety of animal and plant life. It 

also contains a remarkable Aboriginal history of rainforest occupation extending back at least 7,500 years. 
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I 
ll..O !CAI I Y ll..AI 1-0ll..E.'> I'> I IAVI: llUs 
comidcrcd rhc cradle of human 

evolution. rich and luxurianr, pro
viding rhe classical notion of a 

paradise untouched for millennia. They 

,ire often perceived as a 'Carden of 
Eden', where there is an abundance of 

food and the living is easy. So why did 
it t,1ke so long for humans in Australia 

to colonise them' 
Until recently ,1rchacologists had also 

-,hunned thc,c forests; they were viewed 
,1, unhealthy. wet. dark and impenetra
ble: places to work in, and preser\'ation 
of organic and inorganic rcrnaim wa, 

thought to be poor in the acidic soils. 
However, archaeological work by 

icky I lorsfall U,1mcs Cook Universi
ty) in the e,1rly 1980s. and my research 
re,1rn between 1997 and 2005, has dis
pelled llluch of the-,e \'iews. Our sepa
rate \tudie, ,1t Jiycr Ca\'e in the wet 
tropic'> of north-cast Queensland 
showed ,urprisingly good preservation 
of org.mic remains, princip,1l]y the nut
shells of rain fore t fruits char people had 
eaten. The research indicated that Abo
riginal people had indeed occupied 
these forests fr.)r at least 5.000 years. but 
only imcmively for the last 2,000 ye.1rs. 

ABOUT 10 PER CENT 

of the exploited 

plant foods were toxic 

and required complex 

processing of up to 

48 hours or more 

to rnake them. edible. 

Historical records indicated that rain
forest people relied on different species 
of fruit trees to provide substanti,11 
qu,mtities of protein and carbohydrate 
The problem was that many were high
ly toxic and. in the case of,\ laao;::a111ia 

species like cycads. al,o carcinogenic. 
Tramforrning toxic plant, into edible 

food is a process known in many soci
eties. For example almonds. cycads, 
mangrove and acorns were all carefully 

prepared to remove noxious substan ces
by Anatolian, Oceanic, South Pacific
people and Californian Indian , respec
tively. Helen Pedley Qames Cook Uni
versity ) studied the way s in which con
temporary Aborigines in the north-east
Queensland rainforests detoxified the
various nuts and tubers, including 13lack
Dean (Casta11o spcm111111 a11strale), Yellow 
Walnut (l3cilsc/1111iedia ba11crofti1), Hope's 
Cycad (Lcpidoza111ia hope,), Black Pine
(S1111darnrp11s (111/am). llainforest Bowenia
(Bo111e11ia spwahilis) and Black Walnut 
(E11dia11dm pa/111ers1011ii). Her study 
revealed th.1t the procedures used by 
Indigenous people today, like teaming, 
slicing, grinding and leaching nuts in 
stream,, arc very close to early historical 
accounts. She abo found that about 10 
per cent (compared with 2.4 per cent 
Au,tralia-wide) of the exploited plant 
foods were toxic ,llld required complex 
proces ing of up to -1-8 hour or more to 
make them edible. 

From hi, research in the Carnarvon 
Gorge, central Queensland, John Beat
on (Au,tralian ational University) 
argued that the development of process
ing techniques occurred outside Aus
tralia and diffused into this country 

Jiyer Cave is in the Russell River gorge and was first inhabited by Aborigines 5,000 years ago. The most intense period of occupation began 2,000 years ago.
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Aboriginal peoples of the rainforest consumed 

nuts and fruits, many of which were high in 
protein and carbohydrates but also toxic. 
Lengthy preparation was required to rid the 

kernels of alkaloids and carcinogens to render 

them edible. All were leached in running water 
or steamed in fire pits. Some of the common 

varieties included these Hairy Walnuts 

( Elldia11dra i11sig11is). 

about -+,000 to 3,000 years ago. Moya 

111ith (Wc,tcrn Australian Museum), 

on the other h,rnd. suggested a much 

earlier date, I .+. 000 years .  for ,\/ncro�a-

111ia-proces,ing in Western Australia. 

,iven that Au,tralia has been occupied 
for at least .+0 ,000 years and that people 

were already present in tropical rain

forests ,1bout 35,000 years ago on 

Melanesian islands to our north, Judith 

Field (University of Sydney) and I 

began to explore the possibility of 

occupation before 5,000 years and the 

part played by toxic plant foods in the 

developmcm of r,1in forest societies. In 

particular we \\",lilted to learn just when 

the rainforests came back after the in: 

age. when people began to live in rain

forests on a sustained basis, and what 

role clilllate and toxic foods played in 

permanent settlement. 

W
I:: FOCU'>EI) 0 R. STUDY O rl IE

Atherton Tableland in far north 

Queemland and more particularly in 

areas around Lake Koombooloornba. 

The area is very remote and we had to 

use boats and helicopters to survey for 

sites. The Jirrbal people were involved 

in all fieldwork, helping us identify suit

able sites and assi,ting in excavations. 

Maise l3arlow. a Jirrbal elder, has an 

intimate knowledge of plants and ani

mals used by rainforest Aboriginal peo

ple. Thi, was invaluable to our research 

and in reconstructi11g the ways of life of 

past rainforest Aboriginal society. 

Our work ha, provided m with some 

surprising results. Fir5t, extremely low 

levels of human activity were recorded 

at one site beginning 7,500 years ago. 
Three other sites were initially occupied 

5,000 years ago, with intensive use only 

The Ooyurka is one of the most distinctive stone 

tools associated with rainforest subsistence. 
Found only in a small region of upland and 

lowland rainforest. they are made of slate and 
have a highly polished flat working surface. On 
some specimens organic residue survives. 

identified by chemical analysis as a mixture of 
wax and resin. 
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Pollen cores taken from a number of swamps on the Atherton Tableland preserve the vegetation history of the region extending back some 150,000 
years. Each plant has pollen with a distinctive shape. Identifying and counting the pollen types in the peaty core and dating the layers by radiocarbon 
show the different plants that existed at different times and climatic conditions. 

\\'ithin the last 1.800 year,. Second, we 
have recorded well m·er 20 ,000 frag
mems of charred nutshells. almost all 
the remains of nut procc<;<;ing. Charred 
rcmaim of toxic varieties are present, 
particularly the Yello\\' Walnut in the 
upper levels from all sites. It seems that 
people started ming these noxious nms 
intensively about 1.800 years ago, 
which is similar to the evidence found 
at Jiycr Cave 50 kilometres to the 
north. Very small amounts of nutshell 
are also present in the lower layers of 
these sites but none can be identified 
unequivocally as toxic. Analysis of near
ly I 00 .000 artefacts from all our sites 
suggests that Aboriginal people import
ed raw material for stone-tool manu
facture from up to 60 kilometres away 
and had developed specialised tools for 
the processing of toxic foods. 

The main archaeological indicators of 
toxic nut preparation in the rainforest 
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zone .ire rhe L1rge slate grinding <,l.1bs 
(1m 11y of \\'hich have p,1rallcl surface 
striations cut across the soft slate). 
indented stone anvils and stone mortars. 
Many hundreds have been ploughed up 
in cane fields between Cardwell. Cairns 
and the Atherton Tableland. Only a few 
have been directly dared to less tlun 
1.000 years old from open sires \\'here 
they, together with axe heads, arc the 
most common rook The Ooyurka or 
T-shaped stone is another specialised 
and distinctive artefact ,1,sociated \\'ith 
rainforest subsistence. It has a handle 
and a flat working edge ,llld. although 
we carried out a functional stud\' of 
these tools. their use is still u11clea1:. Of
the I 0-+ we examined. 22.(i per cem
had traces of 1-c,in and \\'axes and ,1 lu<,
rrous edge-polish consistent with the
processing of grass or soft org,rnic m,1t
ter. The axes were used to acces, rhe
fruits of rhe forest a<, well a, cut trees to

111,1ke "'·ords and sh icld,. When Jnd 
ho\\' this forest ,1ppeared 111 m pre1e11t 
form is a 111,ltter of gre,lt i111porrance ro 
our underst,mding - for hu111,l!I 1cnle
m ellt. 

l�ecent rese,irch 011 rhe Atherton
T.1bleLllld 011 long pollen co1-c1 from
\'Olc,mic lakes sho\\·, ,l n:ry dcwled 
\'egeration record. "·h1ch 1, ,1 key to_
undcr,tandin<' the late occupation ot
Au,tralian ra7nforests. All core, ,h011 
th,1t before 7.5()() yc.m ,1go cuohpr,
\\·ere the most con11110 11 tree,. ,uggeit
ing drier cli 111,1re conditiom. Old
bl;ried tree stu111p, th,H \\ e m1dicd nt'<lf
the CO,l\tal to\\'mhip of l3,1b1mL1. Jll1f

south of Cairn s. confirm rhis p,nrern.
The wood w,1s ide11tificd ,1, R.iwr ll..cd

(, (/' / 11 / • 1 ·i iml, U Ill :ll(cl )'/1/11.( [cl/I/ c l I II I I·' ·' ' 

d,1tcd to about lJ .. )()() \"l',H, old. Tod,1:·

by cornrasr. 13,ibimLi '1i ,1, one of rite
highc\r r,1i11fall ,1,-cr,1gc, in Au,rr.1h.1
with up ro .+-;) mcrrc, per a111nui1.
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Many stone tools have been identified from the 

coastal lowlands and the Atherton Tableland, 

including incised grinding stones made on soft 

slate. These are unique to the region and were 

probably used to process plant foods. Starch 

grains left on the surface give clues to their use. 

Chris Turney (University of Wollon

gong) and others have found substantial 

increases in charcoal beginning about 

-1-5,000 years ago, which they argue is 

indicative of human presence. However, 

there is no archaeological evidence on 

the Atherton Tableland for humans at 

this early time and the charcoal may 

have come from other non-human 

sources like lightning. More convincing 

are recent studies by Simon Haberle 

(A U) that show strong increases in fir-

111g from 5.000 years ago, particularly 

between 2,700 and 1,200 years ago. 

Evidence for humans is unequivocal at 

this time with 33 of our-+ I radiocarbon 

dates falling within this period. 

To determine the extent of late glacial 

rainforest, Mike Hopkins (CSIRO) and 

John Ash (ANU) studied the type and 

age of charcoal found on high moun

tains within Queensland·s humid wet 

tropics. T hey identified that most of the 

charcoal was from eucalypt species and 

that fire had an influence on this ecosys-

NATURF AU', I RAI IA ',l'IUNG 200'i 

10 
tern between about 25,000 and 6,000 

years ago, with frequencies peaking 

berween 12,000 and 8,000 years ago. 

T his appears co be a particularly dry 

period with increased sedimentation of 

rivers. John ott Qames Cook Univer

sity) has dated many of the sediments 

that lie ,1lo11g the lowland rivers ro this 

drier per iod. Our work 011 the Tully 

Many of the charred seeds and nutshells found 

within the archaeological deposits can be 
identified to species. The most common include 

these Yellow Walnut seeds. 
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lli\'er rerr,1ces 011 the Atherton Table

land also shows rapid sand accumula
tions between 12.000 and 10.000 years 

ago. then ,1 wetter period when these 

sediments were cut into by increased 
water flows after 8,000 years ago. Ar the 

height of the glacial period (about 

28,000-15,000 years ago), rainforest 

retreated into refugia, which were high
ly fr,1g111enred but protected from fire, 
prob,1bly ,dong the deeply incised river 
,·alleys. The dominance of eucalypts at 
chi, time \\',lS due to the dry climate and 
enhanced through lightning strikes 
and/or Aboriginal burning. The 
endemic fauna ,rnd flora appear to have 
survived in a series of smaller rainforest 
pockets that pcr,istcd throughout che 
late ice age. As the Earth warmed up 
after 15.000 years ago and bec.1111e 
much \\Ttter. particularly between 
8.000 and 7,000 years ago, rainforest 
in,·aded the eucalypt vegetation 011 the 
Atherton Tableland. 

It ,1ppears ch,1t fire also played a role in 
fore,c biodiversity right up until the 
recent past. l),ue, we obtained 011 char
coal collected from the forest floor near 

Lake Eacham on the Atherton Table

land suggest fire occurred there within 

rainforest in the last .J.00-300 years. 
These may have been low-imensity fires 

that cleared the thick understorey while 
promoting economically important 

Aboriginal plants. Other radiocarbon 
date. from our Urumbal l )ocket site on 
Lake Koombooloo111ba show firing 
pulses about 250, 650 and I ,000 years 
,1go. The charcoal came from 30-ccn
timetre soil pits that we dug in a euca
lypc forest patch where grass trees (.'<a11-

1horrhoca c111s1mlis). she-oaks ( Cas11ari11a 

sp.) and Long-fruited Red Mahogany 
(L"11ralyp111s pel/i1a) grew surrounded by 
lush tropical rainforest. Hopkins has also 
demonstrated that cucalypts and fire 
were present at least 1,300 years ago at 
Cape Tribulation, right in the heart of 
what is now tropical rainfore t. The 
p,1laeoc11vironmental evidence shows 
that rainforests arc not the stable and 
untouched systems that we were once 
led to believe. They are dynamic sys
tems chat respond to both climatic and 
human influences. 

What emerges from these studies is 

that the rainforest expanded after 8 00 . ,. . , 0 years ago 111 cone. 1t1ons much. Wetter 
than the preceding period yet J1 ' umans 
only began to permanently settle them
1,800 years ago. An explanation for this
pattern perhaps lies in the highly vari
able climate driven by El Nino-South
ern Oscillation (EN 0) events, which
cause damaging drought across Aus
tralia. llecent studies of coral from the
Great Barrier lleef by Michael Gagan
(A U) show that the everity and fre
quency of E O events have changed
through time. The last strong increa ses
in E O events started 5,000 years ago
and increased further after 3,000 years
ago. The most intense period of ENSO
activity occurred from 2,500 to 1,700
years ago, coincident with increased 
levels of Aboriginal activity in the 
region. l'lainfall appears to have not 
only been 20-.J.0 per cent lower hue
highly seasonal. These fluctuations may 
have had a profound effect on the sur
rounding semi-arid regions, forcing 
people to permanently occupy rainfor
est only used occasionally on a sea onal 
basis before 1,800 years ago. Making a 

The Moreton Bay Chestnut or Black Bean is a favoured rainforest Aboriginal food. It grows in vast quantities on mature trees. When the pods fall to the
ground they are harvested, the seeds removed and their poisonous qualities neutralised before consumption. The beans are available all year round-
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Bush tucker is still prepared today by the Jirrbal people who enjoy detoxified Black Bean and Black Pine nuts. Fred Barlow, a Jirrbal elder, boils the 

Black Beans over a 48-hour period before grating them into meal. They are then leached in water for a further 24 hours and eaten. The seed pods in 

which the beans form can be seen on the ground. 

living may have become increasingly 
risky and unpredictable, encouraging 
people to find alternative sources of 
subsistence such as the abund,1nr but 
bitter-tasting toxic nuts and fruits of the
rainforest previously ignored as too 
time-consuming to process. 

T
I IUS A FACTOR I TI IE Allll 11 Y Or 

Aboriginal peoples to successfully 
settle the rainforest in the face of cli

matic perturbations was the exploitation 
of the wide array of highly toxic nuts 
and fruits by cooking and complex pro
cessing. This appears to be based upon 
the reccnr devclopmcnr of a very spe
cialised and elaborate material culture 
like the Ooyurka and incised grinding 
stones found nowhere else in Australia. 
They were also attractive because of 
their abundant production, their dura
bility and high food value. The elabora

tion of leaching technology probably 
increased the amounts of starch and 
protein that could be processed. which 
could have been a catalyst for the 
rncrcase in the intensity of occupation 
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and population growth 1,800 years ago. 
Our vvork on the Atht:rton Tableland

has shown that toxic plams were incor
porated quite late into the rainforest 
economy probably as a result of climat
ic instability with the onset of E SO 
events 5,000 years ago. Since it is costly 
and time-consuming to process such 
resources, the pay-of

f 
must have been 

significant in terms of higher food qual
ity and subsequent population increases. 
Although speculative at present, the rise 
of the large and regular ceremonial 
gatherings at the beginning of the wet 
season in north-cast Queensland rain
forests, as witnessed by European set
tlers, may h,wc been a consequence of 
this development. The widespread pro
cessing of toxic species appears signifi
cant in Aboriginal people's adaptation 
to rainforest scttlemcnr and may be cen
tral to notions about how humans adapt 
to rainforest ecosystems worldwide. [7 
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Y
ou MISS A LOT WIIEN 
travelling by car through the 
seemingly uniform environ
ment of arid Australia. At 

speeds of 100 kilometres per hour or 
more, what chance is there of seeing the 
Thorny Devil (Moloc/1 horrirf11s), dressed 
in its mediaeval armour, robocically 
devouring ants, or of catching a glimpse 
of Australia's largest lizard, the Perencie 
( 1/4m1111s ,{!iga11re11s), clothed co melt into 
the central Australian landscape) This is 
why my partner and I decided co cycle 
from Uluru co our ho111e in Canberra. 

We aw our first Thorny Devil just a 
kilometre from Yulara airport, clearly 
identifiable, armour intact but squashed 
indelibly onto the hot tar 111ac. Diel the 
dr iver see ic) Probably not. And, despite 
it being one of the most recognisable of 
Australian reptiles, no doubt through its 
innumerable 111edia appearances, few 
people have ever seen one. Indeed, it 
was a lot s111aller than I'd i111agined. 

le was the sight of this unfortunate 
Thorny Devil chat 111ade 111e wonder 
what sore of ani111als, and how 111any, die 

COLLISIONS

with motor vehicles

leave many 

small animals
)

particularly birds
)

intact-seemingly 

undamaged but 

shattered within. 

on our roads. Mangled macropods litter 
our highways, but what else falls victim 
co the 111ocor vehicle) Of course, it is 
difficult co record this information. ci
entific studies require replication
repeated measure111encs suitable for sca
ciscical analysis. Moreover, a serious 
study of road kills would describe exact 
locations and information about sex, 

The Thorny Devil of ten wanders f rom its sandy habitat onto the road, where it ma f 11 . . Y a v1ct1m to cars.
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The Shingleback ( �liqua rugosa) is the perfect 
design for a road kill-a non-descript dark blob 
that loves sunning itself by the roadside. 

age, body condition and numb ers. 
However, precise counts are difficult 
partly because animals may succumb in 
many ways. Large animals, like kanga
roos, may die instantly and then be hit 
again by other passing vehicles and final
ly picked at by scavengers. Their remains 
111ay be reduced to sun-bleached bon e 
chips, and may mix with other victims 
and be scattered around the accident 
scene. W ithout enlisting forensic biolo
gy, one would have no idea of how 
many dead animals there are at a site. 
Other animals are mortally wounded 
and struggle away to a lonely death. 
Collisions with motor vehicles leave 
many small animals, particularly birds, 
intact-seemingly undamaged but shat
tered within. They become an easy meal 
for scavenger and simply vanish. 
Indeed, 40 per cent of wildlife bodies � 
disappear in a week. 

Our cycling trip was for pleasure so I 
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wa, not about to 5poil it with ,111 ardu

ou, m1cly of road kills. Instead the aim 

of carnage by 

imposes considerable bia, on both the 

number and composition of species 

recorded, because most small animals 
remain unseen. In 

addition, driving 

wa, to take a rnapshot 

idemifying the 5pecies 

of fresh vertebrate 

road kills-those that 

had died in the pre

ceding '.2.+ hours. 

Often I took pho

togr,1ph,, both to aid 

idemification but also 

to document this 

l.ugely ignored result

of motor vehiclcs

big, fast, relentless

marauders capable of

killing anything from

insects to large mam

m,1k

DRIVING SLOWLY 
slowly and stop

ping randomly is a 

particularly dan

gerous activity that 

may increase road

kill diversity and 

and stopping randomly 

is a particularly 

dangerous activity 

that 111ay increase 

roarl-ki/1 diversity 

nu111bers! 

o what animals

died on the roads 

between Uluru 

and Canberra in 

the autumn of 

200 I? In 32 days of 
and numbers I 

W
I IAI I� rl IE BE.<;T WAY '10 CAIAI ()(;UI:

ro,1d kills' Although w,1lking is 

dTcctiw. cycling enables an accurate 

survey of road kills over much larger 

di,r,rnces . Like walking, it is easy to stop 

. rnd impecr specimens and the vigil.me 

cyclist will sec tiny organisms-even 

invcrtcbr,1rcs. Unfortunately. 111ost sci

cmi•m u,c c1rs for these ,urvcy,, which 

cycling I recorded 

93 fresh vertebrate 

road kills, or one every 35 kilometres. 

This might not see111 that many, but I 'II 

get to that later. The victims comprised 

3'.2 birds ( 18 specie ), 15 reptiles ( I 0 

species) and .+6 mammals (nine species) . 

They were big (!<..eel Kangaroo, i\larro

p11s rt({,ts) and small (Spinifex Hopping-

111ousc, 1\'oto111ys alcxis), colourful 

(Major Mitchell's Cockatoo, Cacat11a 

Some species carry more political clout than others. The prevalence of road-killed Koalas f 
along highways and Koala hospitals. 

' or example, has spawned measures like protective fences
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leadbcarcri) and pallid (Apostkbird, 

Strnrlridca ri11erea), fast (Pygmy Mulga 

Monitor, l/4ra1111s ,'.!ille111) and slow (Cen

tral 13earded Dragon, Pogo11a 11irriceps). 

Eleven were nocturnal, -1-2 were diurnal 

(active by day) and -1-0, the macropods , 

were crepuscular (most active at twi

light). The largest number of fresh road

kills we saw on one day was nine, and 

there were only two days when we saw 

none. One of these was from Yass to

Canberra along the busy 13arton High

way, where one sees dead animals on 

most days. How do these data compare 

with those from other studies? 

An international literature survey 

revealed a similar picture-astonishing 

diversity with almost no animal safe. 

This is borne out by the finding in 199-1-
of a road-killed ight Parrot (Pc.:::oponrs 

occidc11talis) near l3oulia in south-west

ern Queensland. Then, the Night Par

rot was presumed extinct; known from 

just 22 specimens with all but one col
lected in the 19th century. ot even 

animals with a largely aquatic existence 

are safe. Every year scores of European 
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l"tiver Otters (L11rm !11tra) die through 

collisions with vehicles. National parks 

also offer little protection from vehicles.

A survey of dead animals 011 a highway 

traversing Mikumi atioml Park, Tan

zania, revealed 52 species, including the 

endangered African avanna Elephant

(Loxido11ra r!fi'ica11a) and the African Wild

Dog (Lymon pio11s). A French road-kill 

survey in 1995 along a newly opened 

rnotorway passing through a rural land

scape reported four endangered species 

among 97 species found dead. 

The farther we cycled in a day, the 

more road kills we saw. This may seem 

intuitive but I found it surprising 

because we travelled on a wide variety 

of roads that crossed a broad range of 

habitats. Many animals died even on 

quiet roads. It seem, that contacts 

between animals and car, i, not just a 

matter of chance collision. The effects 

of roads extend far beyond the strip 

meandering through the landscape. 

tephen Trombulak (Middlebury Col

lege, Vermont) and Christopher Fr issell 

(University of Montana) identified 

Being big, obvious and active by day, like the 

Perentie, does not guarantee protection against 

cars. 

seven major influences of roads. Apart 

from direct hits from cars, these include

the increased spread of exotic species. 

alteration of the physical and chernical 

environment. and changes in animal 

behaviour. There are countless interac

tions between these effects th,lt influ

ence both the numbers and species of 

animals killed on roads. Our records of 

dead Spotted Nightjars (E11rosropod11s 

111;'.!11s) provide an excellent introduction 

to this ecological complexity. 

Even though Uluru i, an enonnomly 

popular tourist ,1trractio11. the L1sseter 

Highway, which links it to the Stuart 

Highway, is not p.irticularly busy. It is 

certainly not the expected pi.ice to find 

three dead nightjars. 13ut roads, p,1rticu

larly scaled roads, provide both ;1 com

fortable ride for vehicles and ;111 enor

mous heat pad for animals. Their con

ductive power means they \ an11 early 

each day, which explains why reptiles 

find roads attractive on cool mornmgs. 
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Three Spotted Nightjars were seen on the ride from Uluru to Canberra, unfortunately all road kills. 

!loads also catch water and distribute

above-average precipitation to the
aLijoining land-one of many reasons
that road edges support high plant and
animal diversity. This landscape begins
to look particularly appealing for a
Spotted N ightjar. What better place to
\\'ait for imects at night than the heat

sink of black tarmac where the occa
sional vehicle traps insects in its lights'
Camping within 100 metres of the road
and not hearing a vehicle for an hour, I
found it difficult to envisage a tragedy,
other than of a moth in a nightjar's
111outh. The series of events that leaves

nightjars crushed is unclear. Perhaps
they hawk insects caught in the head

lights and arc then hit. Or perhap , like
the insects, the lights dazzle them and

they never move from their heat pad.
Clearly, the interaction between roads

and animals is complex.
Carrion-feeders, such as crows and 

ravens, various raptors and the Tasman

ian Devil (Sarcophi/11s /J(lrrisi1), benefit 

from roads. Hundreds of Wedge-tailed 

Eagles (A q11ila a11r/ax) congregate along 
the tuart Highway, which offers a 

smorgasbord of meat. However, in 

another bizarre twist. these scavengers 

frequently fall victim. Unlike the nim
ble corvids, Wedgetails have difficulty 
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escaping vehicles thundering clown on 

them. Their task is particularly hard in 

much of the orthern Territory 

because there are no speed limits. But 

corning to their rescue are the owners 

of Cadney Homestead roadhouse in 

northern ouch Australia, who have 
adopted the Weclgetail as their emblem 

and appeal to motorists to take extra 

care in avoiding these majestic creatures. 
Not only scavengers fall victim. 

There was a report from northern

Greece, where road-killed Sand Martins 

(R..iparia riparia)-swallow-like birds

were seen to attract other Sand Martins, 

which took wrns in copulating with the 
victim, eliciting a chain reaction of 
death and fornication. 

I
COMME TED EAls.LIEll .. AUOUT SEEi G
far fewer fresh road kills than expect

ed. This is impossible to explain with
out planned experiments but the likely
explanation concerns rainfall. For much
of our journey, especially in the orth
ern Territory and South Australia, lush
vegetation surrounded us but particu
larly on the roadside. Exceptionally
high rainfall fell in this region for the six
months prior to our trip, while other
areas we passed through had experi
enced at least average rainfall. The

widespread food resource meant that 

animals did not need to seek food near 

the road, where it is common to find 

the first food after rain and the last food 

as drought takes its grip. 

T his finding of relatively few road 
lciLls contradict 1110 t studies. Typically, 

the sheer volume of road kills is extra

ordinary, whether expressed as numbers 
or as a proportion of populations. 

About 500,000 deer, representing sever

al species, die annually on American 

roads, 10-15 per cent of the Eurasian 

Badger (Metes 111eles) population of Den

mark succumb to motor vehicles, and 

500-600 Milo Vipers (Macrovipera

sch111eizen)-a taggering 25 per cent of

the entire population-die on the roads

each year. Recently, in 20 weekly sur
vey near Byron Bay, Brendan Taylor

and Ross Goldingay ( outhern Cros

University) counted 529 carcasses of 53
species along I 00 kilometres of roads.

Of23 radio-tracked Common Brushtail

Possums ( V,,/pemla 1richornn1s) in

Launceston, nine died and two were

injured on roads. Farther south, Menna
Jones (University of Tasmania) showed

that the increase in the number of road

kills followino- the upo-radino- of the road
b b b 

into Cradle Mountain eliminated the

local Eastern Quoll ( Dasy11n1s 11i11crri1111s)
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population and halved the Tasmanian 
Devil population. 111 April 2004, the 

first Koala (Plrnswl,1rc10s ri11crc11s) seen in 
Canberra\ suburbs for ye,irs was an oth
erwise healthy fc111,1k�de,1d 011 the 

road. In many places scores of WI l�ES 
volunteers care for injured animals while 
Port M,1cqu,1rie has a Koala hospital. 
Cars explain most of the c1sualcies. 

!�educing this coll requires a change

of attitude. How often have \W he,ird 
.. A bloody roo ra11 into my car" rather 
than rhe other way round? Perhaps this 
change is corning. There is now a llo,1d 
Ecology llesearch Croup at the Uni
versity of Tew South Wales. led by 
David Croft and l),111iel R..arnp. th,1t 
studies the cnvironmenc,11 effects of 
roads in an Auqr,1li,111 context. One of 
their key area of study is wildlife mor
tality. which aims ,lt collaring infor111,1-
rion 011 road kills and the11 describing it 
Sf.Mtially and temporally with a view ro 
better road design. This research is still 
in it, infancy and 1-c,earch result, ,ire jmt 
1rarting co appe,1r. For example. they 

estimate that 15-20 million vertebrates 
die on the 81 0,000 kilometres of Aus

tralia's roads each year. 
Another sign of change is chat in 
ovember '.2003, the Wildlife Preserva

tion Society of Australia and the Lin
naean ociery of ew South Wales held 
a joint seminar on reduci11g road kills. 
The clearest thing co come out of this 
discussion was char any attempt co 
reduce road kills require, approaches 
aimed both at animals and at drivers, 

such as culverts under ro,1tk night-time 
peed limits and reliance on alternative 

transport. Unfortunately. there seems to 
be little effort co increase driver aware
ness, other than from insurance compa
nies miffed at their losses. There arc 
dual benefits co incroducing ,1ware11ess 
ca111p.1igm into driver education: not 
only would they protect animals . but 
also the more vulnerable ro,1d users, like 
pedestrians. cyclists and children. D 

FURTHER READING 

R..r1111p, D., 200-1. l Jlildl{/l' road kill i11 

A11srmlic1: ,{!11idcli11esfor rcsenrc/1. Au,t. 
Wild!. A1111111111 21200-1: 15-22.

Road Ewlogy l<..cse11rch Croup, ( '11il'crsi1y 

of Xc111 So111/, l I ides. 
l,11p: I /111ww./Jccs.1111s111.ed11.r111hesearcl,/ 

.{!ro11ps/mad_ecolo.�)' I 

'/i-011,l,,,!ak, S. C ;., Frissc/1 C..rl., 
2000. i<.cl'ie111 of aolii{!irc1/ �·[]l-os ,!( 
roads 011 rrrrcsrrial <111(/ 11q11a1ir 
rn1111111111i1irs. Conserv. l3iol. 
29: 207-23 I. 

Taylor, B. D. & Cc,/di11gc1y, I<.. L., 200-1.

l Vildli(r road-kills 011 1/1rcc 111c1ior ro,uls i11
11or1/1-cns1em .\'c111 So111/1 l l ides. Wild!.
P..cs. 31: 83-91.

l)n .. IAN WAI 11'> I\ AIU '>I.AR( 11
1 LI I ow 1 1 111- Sc 11orn 01
l30IANY ANI) Zorn OGY,
AUSTltAI IAN A I IONAI
U 1\/Llt�I I Y. I Ii ltl c;AltD'>
1111 lllCYCI r ,\', 1111 llL� I I Olt I
01 I ItANWOIU I \'I R l!',\IL 1 111).

In a bizarre twist of fate, a Wedge-tailed Eagle lies dead after being hit by a vehicle while scavenging a road-killed kangaroo. 
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Hakea Hakea pandanicarpa. 

Sand Bottlebrush (Beaufortia squarossa). 
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Wild Flowers of the West 
BY MARIE LOCHMAN 
Lochman Transparencies 
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Native rose (Diplolaena leemaniana). 

Feather flower ( Verticordia endlicheriana). 

Dryandra (Dryandra arctotidis). 
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GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT

Quivering balls 

Japanese Honey Bees hn11e euoli1erl n11 111111.rnnl rl�fe11ce 

111er/1n11is111 ngni11st sue/, n fom,irlnhle e11e111y. 

IS 11:N. AND U DERSTAND. TI 11:
terminator is out there. It can't
be bargained with. It can't be

reasoned with. It doesn't feel pity, or
remorse, or fear. And it absolutely will
not stop, ever, until you arc dead_··

It 111ay be a line from the 198-1- film
_ .. The Terminator·', in which Arnold
� Schwarzenegger plays an ,1pparc11tly
� Ul1\toppablc killing machine. but in the 
� i111.1gin.1ry world of Japanese Hom:y
� Bee (Apis a•1w111) com·ersation. it could

g be ,1 warning of another type of tcr llli
n:itor, the Ciant Japanese Horner.

/ 

/ 
Five rimes larger than a honey bee,

:: I i'SJHI 1111111rfori11io japo11irn i, the world's
§ l.1rgest hornet and can be �5--1-5 mi!
: lillletres long with a ,,·ing ,pan of 75
/ 111illi1nctn:'i. QuL't'tl\ can be up ro 55
- 111illillletre, long. One hornet c.in kill

-1-0 bees in a minute with its 111,111diblcs
and 20-30 hornets can kill 30,000 bees
in three hours. The honey bee's sting is
useless when it comes to pcnetrarincr
the cuticle of the heavily armoured
horner. However, in the struggle for
survival. Japanese Honey 13ees k1ve
evolved an unusual defence 111ech,111ism
ag,1inst such a for111id,1blc ene1m·.

Whrn spring .1rri,·es in Ja;111. the
hu111ungous hornet queen, c111crgc
fi-0111 hibernation ,111d beuin buildi;1u 

� b 

nem and laying eggs. Within a 111011t11 .
.i 11ew generation of rhc hi,·e\ \Hlrkc

r,
haw matured into il1\en ten11in,1tor,
and for.1gc in the ,urrou11di1w lc ire,t,
g:1theri11g food ro c.1rry h.1ek to th�
nest. One queen can l.1y rhou,,1nd, of
egg,. which r.1ke only ,1 \\·eck ro
become hungry horner l.1n·,1e. ,0 ,1 

BY SIMON D. POLLARD 
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A Giant Japanes_e Horn�t attacks European
Honey Bees, which, being introduced hav 
defences against this formidable predato/ 

no 

huge amount of protein is needed to
sustain each nest. It is not surprising that
the hornets target the nests of social bee,
since the nurrie11t payoff is so great. 

For European Honey l3ees (Apis lllc/
l!fcra) imported into Japan, there i-; little
they c111 do to save themselves from an
attack. and often their hives fall silent.
littered with the dis111e111bcred bodies of
slaughtered bees. The horner, Illa\'
occupy the nest for around ten da,<,
while they 1110w the bee la1Tae a;id
pupae back to their own nest co be med
as baby hornet food. However. Japaneie
Honey 13ee, ha,·e a very clever crick.
which is just the bee\ knees whe11 n
comes to caking 011 Ci,1nc Japa11c1e
Hornets.

When a hornet l.111d, at the entra11ce 
of a Japane,c Honey Ucc hive. it kill, a
few of the bees eh.it .ire uuardino- t11,t, t, \. 

entrance and cake, the bodies back to
the nest. After ,1 few return visits. it 
leaves a pheromone on or near the bee
hive, which alerts the hornct·s nest
mate� flying in the ,lrL'.l ,1bout the food.
Hut J.1panese Honey Uee, ha,·e c,·olvcd
an ability to recogni,e the hornet
pheromone as a signal chat effecti,·eh
says. ·-r11 be b,1ck_·· (Europe,111 Honey
l3ees do not respond to the pheromone.)

Once the Japanese Honey l3ccs hare
picked up the hornec·s ,cent. about 100
of them crawl .1rou nd the c11trancc and.
\\'hen the next hornet ,1pproachcs. they
lift and sh.1ke their .1bdo111em ,111d rhc11 

run back i11to the ne,r. But r,uher rh,m
being an ace of cc)\\·ardice. their rcrre,n
draw<, rhe pursuing hornet into rhc nN. 
\\'here it i, 111er \\'ith ,l ,t,1mpede of
;1round I .(HH) bee, th.H k-.1,·c rhe hin'.·1
comb and rmh to\\·,1rd, the hire·,
entrance to confront the horner. And 1t
i, the nature o( the co11 ti-ont,1tio11 th,n 1,
the bee•; ,ecret \\'c,1pon. I he hornet i1
quickly L'ngulfed in ,1 b.111 of ,1round j()ll
bee,. 13,· ljL1i,·cri1w .111d ,h1,·eri1w rhcir 

I � ;:'i 

bodie, ,111d \\'ing, icJr ,1bout -1-(l 111inutc1.
the bee, incre,l,L' lilL' tL'lllf1L'r.1tu1-e in,1dc

the h.111 to ,1hout -1-7 ( · . ,, Inch rhc,
nuintain for ,1hout 20 111111ute,. Thi, 1,
high enough to kill the hornet. but nor

the bee,. \\'hich h.1w ,1 ,-.._,,, lkgreL'' up
their ,ke,·e, (or behind their. knec1 ·

N f\ I U ll 1 \ \ I ll \ I I \ \I'll l '- (, "'"; 



While 44-46° C is lethal to the hornet, 

it takes temperatures of 48-50° C to 

kill the bees. 
Masato Ono and his team at the 

Tamagawa University in Japan have 

been studying the Japanese Honey 
Bee's extraordinary defence mechanism 

for nearly two decades. Using a camera 

that records differences in temperature 

as different colours (thermography), 

they demonstrated how the bee's 

balling behaviour causes the tempera

ture to rise high enough to be lethal to 

the hornet. This was the first case of a 

'cold-blooded' animal using heat to 

defend itself from predators. They also 

wondered how the bees could organise 

themselves into a defensive ball so 

quickly and found that isoarnyl acetate, 

which s11H:lls like banan:is and is :i co111-

ponellt of the bees· alarm pheromone. 

\\·as present .1round the ball and 111:iy 

incite nest 111ates to join in. Possibly the 

alarm pheromone was released by all 

bees in the ball, or just by those that had
been damaged by the engulfed hornet.

By quickly killing the initial hornet 

visitors that are drawn to the nest, the 
bees may be able to prevent a frenzied 

attack, which can start if three or more 

hornets are alive inside the hive. As 
more of the pack-hunting hornets join 

in the attack, the demise of the hive 

becomes inevitable. The pheromone

regulated mass attack by the hornets 

may have evolved as a counter-adapta
tion to the bee's defensive behaviour. 

The hornets are under enormous pres

sure to supply sufficient food for the 

nest, and the larvae and pupae from a 

bee's hive are spoils of war worth fight

ing for. 

When I first read about the hornets 
being cooked by a convection oven 

made of bees, I thought of the scene in 

"The Wizard of Oz", when Dorothy 

killed the Wicked Witch of the West, 

who cried out as she turned into a pud-

Japanese Honey Bees have formed a defensive ball around a Giant Japanese Hornet. 
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die of goo, ''I'm melting, melting." 
While the Giant Japanese Hornets 

actually expire less dramatically, dead is 

dead, and in the case of the Hornets 

from Hell, it's all just a matter of 

degrees. D 

FURTHER READING 

l-fri11ric/1, B., 1996. The thermal 

warriors: strategies of insect survival. 

l-laward U11i11ersity Press: Ca111/Jridge. 

0110, T, lgams/1i, T, Ohno, E. & Sasaki, 

iv/., 199 5. U1111rnal 1/1em1al de{e11ce by a 

honeybee against 111ass attack by /1omets. 

Nature 377: 334-336.
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BEi G HUMAN 

little Ladv of Flores 
Co111111011/y cnlled l1ob/Jits, t/1eir diS(()l)ery is ack11011 1/ed,(!ed as 

bei11J.! 011e c!f t/1e 111ost i111porta11t i11 1l1e last te11 years. 

A 
11..C:I IAEOLOCY RJ\lt.ELY I JUG, TI IE
headlines like "Lord of the 
Rings", but announcement of 

a new species of primitive human in 
October 200-+ caused excitement 
around the world. Commonly called 
hobbies*. their discovery is acknowl
edged as being one of the most impor
tant in the lase ten years, and it is still 
making headlines. Why such a fuss over 
these creatures. whose 
rema111s were found 
not in Africa, but in 
Liang Bua, a lime-

to as recently as 13,000 years ago (see 
box). We were not alone. 

The species was described by Peter 
l3rown (University of New England) 
and a team of Australian-I ndoncsian 
researchers on the basis of a buried 
skeleton, which they estimate to be that 
of an adult female about I 06 centime
tres tall, weighing 16-28.7 kilograms 

and with a brain 
capacity of 380 
cubic centime
tre, -about the 

stone cave on the 
remote island of Flo-
res, Indonesia? 

The now-famous 
illustration of an adult 
male l-lo1110 .floresie11sis 

is based on a skull, a 
few arm and leg 
bones, partial pelvis, 
incomplete hands and 
feet, fragments of ver
tebrae, ribs and shoul
der bones. All up, 
there are now bits and 
pieces from at least 
eight individuals. 

Hobhits were tiny, 

the size of a 

three-year-old human, 

much smaller than 

the smallest pygmies 

alive today, and 

comparable to ]R.R. 

size of a grape fruit 
or a small bottle of 
beer. 'Hobbit' is 
even smaller than 
'Lucy', the best
known a ustralop-
ichccine, who 
walked around 
ea seem Africa 
between 3.9 and 
2.9 million years 
ago. Did hobbies 
cake a rather back
ward biological 
seep in evolution
ary time) The 

Tolkien 5 Hobbits 

of the Shire. 

:: Look at the picture 
carefully. The shoul., 
dered rat gives some 

researchers propose 
that such dwarfino

o

"' kind of scale, and the 
: hunter barely looks human. But even 

� without a picture, many readers will 
� already know two extraordinary facts: 
� • hobbies were tiny, the size of a chrcc-

ycar-old human, much smaller than 
the smallest pygmies alive today, and 
comparable to J.R.R. Tolkien's Hob
bies of the Shire; and 

_ • hobbies shared the same world with 
modern humans from at lease 38,000 

resulted from long-
term isolation of an 

ancestral Ho1110 aea11s population, mak-
ing the term hobbies, which in Tolkien's 
words "seldom now reach three feet· 
but ... in ancient days ... were taller": 
even more appropriate. Pygmy ste
godont elephants also evolved on Flores 
at the same time. 

Mike Morwood (University of ew 
England), R.adien Soejono (Indonesian 
Centre for Archaeology. Jakarta) and 

BY RICHARD FULLAGAR 
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Bert R .oberts (University of Wollon
gong), who co-ordinate the research 
program, argue that numerous stone 
artefacts were found in association with 
'Hobbit', and were most likely made by 
hobbies. Although only 32 artefacts 
were found in the same resting place as 
the skeleton, other excavation trenches 
in the cave revealed a large concentra
tion-5,500 artefacts per cubic metre. A 
remarkable number included sophisti
cated points, perforators. blades, and 
microblades, which the researchers 
claim were probably spear barbs. And 
these were found exclusively with ste
godonr bones, from up to 95,000 years 
ago until scegodonts disappeared around 
13,000 years ago. Further study is inves
tigating whether the artefacts were ele
ments in a 'big-game' hunting toolkit, 
primarily for taking juvenile stegodonts. 

Interestingly. remains of the island's 
macaque monkey, deer, pig and porcu
pine are not found with bones of Ho1110 
.florcsic11sis, but only appear above a 
13,000-year-old layer of volcanic ash 
(see box) and were probably brought 
over by our I-/. sapic11s ancestors. A cat
astrophic eruption could have caused 
local if not complete extinction of the 
hobbies, although there arc myths and 
reports of little people surviving Ill 

remote bushland and mouncains of 
Indonesia-perhaps a reference to 
extant populations of modern pygmies 
(all /-/. sapic11s) in the region. While it is 
plausible that modern humans had a 
hand in the extinction of such a species 
(some scientists say it is typical modern 
human behaviour), there is no c,·idcnce 
they were even there ... or i, there? 

The absence of ,111 early archaeological 
trace of modern humam on Flores is 
indeed puzzling. because ,,·e know char 
l-lo11w sapic11s w,1, around in Africa for 
nearly 200,000 yc:m :rnd crmscd into 
Australia about -+3.000 year, ,1go (plus or 
minus a few thous:rnd year,, depending 
on whom you believe). Pcrhap, early 
modern humans made the ,ophisticarcd 
stone artefacts and 1nade a meal of the 

* The skclcro11, 011 ll'hirh rhc spcri c .,
rlcscrip rio11 11,as hascd, 1,,,,s 11irk11,1111cd
'Hobbi1' by tca111 leader .\like .\ /cinFc>cJ/1.
The rem, 'l10h/,i1s' hos si11re /,cCII used ,1s cl

C0/111110// 1/{l///ejcJr lhe speries .
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Illustration of a male hobbit. 

hobbies. Perhaps they lived and dined 

at Liang l3ua but were buried else
where. Would this scenario push back 

modern humans on Flores up to 

95,000 years ago, the earliest possible 

age for 'smart tools' ? Such an ag for 
modern humans is currently out of 

whack with accepted regional archae

ology, and poses challenges to the the
ory of modern hulllans evolving in 

Afric,1. More precise dating and study 

of the stone tools will help resolve 

these issues. 
For Jared Diamond (University of 

California. Los Angeles) coexistence, 

even if islands apart, of modern 
humans and hobbies is the most aston
ishing fact of all. He argues that 
colonising humans have a sinister track 

record. and arc followed by a wake of 

extinctions around the world. No pre
sent-day analogy makes sense to him. 

A model of peaceful coexistence with 
today's pyg111ics based on complelllen

tary economics (where pygmy hunter

gatherers trade produce with full-sized 

farmers) docsn ·c work on Flores 
because both hulllans and hobbies 

would have had si111ilar hunter-gather
er lifcsrylcs. Coexistence of Chilll

panzee, and humans in Africa is also 

based 011 rnbst,1ntial economic differ
ence, (no co111petirion between the 

specie,). Moreover, Chimps are just 

too dangerous to hunt (so111cthi11g the 
latest generations of humans appear to 
be overcoming). Could hobbies have 

survived on their own tiny island sim

ply because they were too dangerous 

for modern humans to hunt? It's possi
ble: hobbies were probably cough
they somehow coped with Komodo 

Dragom and stalked stegodonts-and 
Diamond note, that any idea of 'safe 
sex' between /-/. sapi('//s and the feisty 

1-1. Jlorcsic11sis (a� with Chi111ps) would 

have been out of the question' l3ut 
modern hu111ans have certainly hunted 

more ferocious beasts. Diamond 
remains perplexed. I wonder, however. 

if the Flores evidence docs not under
mine his <;tarting pmition. Maybe early 

modern humans did nor typically 
cause big exti nctiom wherever they 

went. Certainly, the role of coloni,ing 

humans in !)lcistocene fauna! extinc-
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tiom is hotly contested. 

Al,o hotly contested arc the right, to 

study the bones. 'Hobbit. was stored at 

the Centre for Archaeology, Jakarta, 

until December 200-+ when it was tem

porarily moved to the laboratory of 

Teuku Jacob, a renowned Indonesian 

palaeoanthropologist from Cadjah 

Mada University. Jacob encouraged 

other scientists to study the specimen. 

which outraged the international team. 

and has publicly questioned whether 

'Hobbit' represents a new species, 

asserting it is probably a Ho1110 sa1;ic11s

with microcephaly (a deformity charac

terised by a small brain and skull). This 

claim was rejected by Brown and Mor

wood (B1forc l--nm1i11g 200-+I-+), and most 

recently by Dean Falk (Florida State 

University) and colleagues who found 

the shape of Hobbit's brain, as revealed 

by computer images of inside the skull, 

to be quite different from that of a 

European microcephalic, as well as 

modern humans, pygmies and great 

apes. 'Hobbit' was returned in February 

2005 just before a public airing of the 

debate 011 the television program "60 

Minutes". 

But all chi, didn ·c begin yesterday, and 

cert,1inly won't finish tomorrow. Father 

Theodor Verhoeven. a Dutch mission-

DATING MIDDLE-EARTH 

· · L. Bua ary. first started d1gg1ng at wig
. 

' 

over -+0 year, ago. Soejono then contin

ued excavations during the i 980s, and

the large international team is now

down I I metres, with hobbit, at 95,000 

years back in time and no sight yet of

the bottom. D 

FURTHER READlNG 

Bro11111, P., S111iima, -i.-, .\lor1 11ood, .\lj. et 

al., 200-1. ,,--1 new s111all-bodicd lw111i11i11 

f,'0/11 rhc ure Plc,srorl'llc 1!{ Flores, 

/11do11esia. ature . J J I: I 055-1061. 

Dia111011d, J., 200-1. Tl,c as1011is/1i11,<f 

111icmpr<f111ies. Science 306: 20-17-20-18. 

Falk, D. et al., 2005. 7'/,c bmi11 c!f LB I, 

Homo floresiensis. Science 308:

2-12-2-15. 

.\ lorwood, .\ I J., Socjo110, I<... P, l<.obcrrs, 

!<...C. et al., 200-1. Arrhacoh\<f)' and r(<fC cf 

a 11c111 ho111i11i11 _f,·0111 Flores in casrcm 

/11do11csi11. ature -1 3 /: 1087-1091. 

1)11._ l<...JCJ IA\1..1) FU\ I AGA\1.. IS AN 

HO 011..ARY i<...ESl:A\1..CI I Fi:\ I OW IN 

ARC\ IAEOLOGY AT TI IE UNIVE\1..�I I Y 01 

SYDNEY. HE IS PA\1..1 ICU\ AR\ Y I I \·R

ESTED IN A\1..CHAl:01 OGICAL I \)ICA-

7 011..S OF HUivlA 131:I IAVIOUR. 

As soon as 'Hobbit' was discovered in 
Liang Bua, we were desperate to 
know just when this female last 
walked on 'Middle-Earth' (the 

mythological world inhabited by 
Tolkien's hobbits) and when her 
species (Homo floresiensis) finally 
became extinct. 

afford to destroy any of it by using 
direct dating methods that consumed 
any bones or teeth. Parts of the 
skeleton were still articulated, 
indicating 'Hobbit' had died very close 
to where she was discovered. For this 
reason we decided to date the 
associated organic and inorganic
materials (charcoal and sand) to
provide an age for the skeleton. 
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The ancient anatomical features of 
the skeleton shared many similarities 
with 1.8-million-year-old human 
remains found at Dmanisi in the 

Republic of Georgia. So we 
anticipated it to be at least hundreds 

of thousands of years old. But 
because the skeletal remains were 

the only known examples of an 

entirely new species, we could not 

We began with luminescence
dating (see "Grains of Truth?", Nature
Aust. Summer 1998-99). which
measures the energy stored in the
crystal lattices of sand grains since
they were last exposed to sunlight.
This corresponds to the point in time
when the skeleton was entombed by

sediments on the cave floor. The 

energy released from feldspar and 

quartz grains, using light and heat 

respectively, showed that the grains 
of sediment had last seen the sun's 

rays sometime between 14,000 and 
35,000 years ago, which was much 

more recent than we had expected. 
To check these luminescence ages 

and to better constrain the age of the 

skeleton, we decided to use the latest 
generation of radiocarbon-dating 
techniques. The upper age limit of 

conventional radiocarbon dating is 

about 40,000 years. However, by 

chemically pretreating the charcoal 

fragments and converting them into 

pure carbon (graphite), it is possible 



to push the limits back to 60,000 

years ago. So if the skeletal 

remains were hundreds of 
thousands of years old, then this 
method of radiocarbon dating 

would only give a minimum age of 

60,000 years. As it turned out, 

however, there was plenty of 
radiocarbon remaining in the 

charcoal samples from Liang Bua 

(that is, it had not all decayed away) 

and this gave ages for the skeleton 
of about 18,000 years. 

As radiocarbon and luminescence 

dating methods are based on 

completely different physical 

principles, yet yielded ages that 
agreed beautifully, we were 

confident that we had reliably dated 
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'Hobbit' to an age 100 times 

younger than her closest 

anatomical equivalent in far 

western Asia! The youngest known 

remains of Homo floresiensis, 

recovered the following field 

season from immediately below a 

volcanic ash layer, were 

radiocarbon-dated to just over 

13,000 years. This ash is presently 
being chemically analysed to 

identify the source of the volcanic 

eruption, which appears to have 

sealed the fate of this species and 

spelt the end of Middle-Earth. 

-Chris Turney, Richard 'Bert' Roberts

& Kira Westaway 

GeoQuEST Research Centre, 

University of Wollongong 

Modern human (left) and Hobbit skulls. 
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THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS 

She-oak up in smoke 
She-oaks are l1(Qlily specialised rnrvi11ors of dro11,Ql1t n11d fire. 

I 
T's l3EE l)EScrUl3EI) AS THE 13EST 

firewood in the world: easy to split, 
burning even when green, and 

making excellent charcoal. Until the 
advent of electric ovcm it was the fuel 
of choice for Australian bakeries. Yet 
she-oaks. or casuarinas. thrive in some 
of the 111ost fire-prone forests of south
ern Australia. This is just one of the 
apparent contradictions of the quintes
sentially Australian plant fa111ily, the 
Casuar inaccac, that happens to extend 
through to outh-east Asia and the 
Pacific Islands. 

The wood of she-oaks, when not 
being burnt to bake our bread, has been 
used to make shingles, tool handles, 
bullock yokes, boat masts, beer barrels, 
piano legs and boomerangs. The Thai 
elephants at Taronga Zoo will shelter 
under a lo fry shingle roof of Forest Oak 
(A. tomlosa). Yet just across the harbour 
the N iclsen Park She-oak (A llorns11ari11a 
por111e11sis) is on the brink of extinction 
(sec ,\·a111rc A11s1. Summer 2001-2002). 
While it's not so strange for one species 

in a genus to be co111111on enough to 
clad buildings (although she-oak shin
gles are now unavailable), and another 
rare, to many people she-oaks all look 
the same. At best there scc111 to be two 
kinds: the pine-like trees ,cattcred across 
rocky hillsides or beside snaking rivers, 
and the tangled, dull-grey shrubs th::it 
occupy hcathy woodlands and heath
lands in places like Nielsen ]Jark. 

Indeed the 60 species of Allornrnari11a, 
six species of arnari11a, ::ind one species 
of Cy11111os1011111 that represent the she
oak family in Australia are remarkably 
si111ilar except to the trained eye. The 
first thing you notice about all she-oaks 
is that they don't have broad flat leaves 
typical of 111ost flowering plants 
(although the first seedling leaves arc 
'normal'). Instead they seem to have 
long, scg111entcd needles, much like a 
pine tree. In fact, the 'needles' arc green 
stems, or branch lets, and at each of the 
constrictions in the ste111 there is ,1 rin<>::, 
of 111inute, usually shrivelled leaf-tips 
like little triangular teeth. These leaves

BY TIM ENTWISLE 
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Desert She-oak survives even the fiercest of

bushfires. 

are little more than a scrap of dry tissue. 
If you are a taxonomist, the first thing 
you'll do is count the number of these 
'teeth' in each ring to help you identify 
the species. For everyone else, the stem 
is where the action is. 

You 111ight need a hand lens to sec it, 
but each branchlet is grooved along its 
length. The --1--20 or so grooves can be 
hairy or hairless inside, but they all con
tain a row of breathing pores calle d 
stomata. By having these pores deep in 
the grooves, the rate of water loss is 
mini111iscd, allowing she-oaks to grow 
in so111e of the 111ost inhospitable places 
in A ustralia-bclahs ( Carnari11a pauper 
and C. crista{(l) arc the dominant. and 
often only trees, on loamy rises in ,emi
arid inland Australia. 

She-oaks arc highly specialised sur
vivors of drought and fire. Their seem 
anato111y already 111akes them one of the 
stingiest plants in terms of water lo s, 
and during dry periods the stems of 
some species brown off, springing back 
to life with the first rains. Under severe 
water stress the branch lets are shed. And 
a subterranean clan of fungi, bacteria 
and various other 111icro-organisms lives 
on and in the extensive root system, 
prm·iding shc-o,1k\ with extra water and 
nutrients such ,1s phosphorus and nitro
gen. 

Different she-oak specie, ha,·e their 
own strategics for surviving fire. The 
Desert She-oak (A l/orns11,1ri11a dccais-
11ca11<1) in central Australia will survive 
even the fiercest bmhfirc. and some 
species will resprout from their base. 
Most however relv 011 ,eed released ' . 

' 

from cones that are prised open by rhe 
hear of the fire. The valve, open s]o\\·ly. 
and the seed is released onto a cool. 
nutrient-enriched soil. M,m1rc cone, 
arc usually com111on but nor ,d\,·,1y<; on 
all individuals-quite a few ,pccies ha,-e 
separate male and fe111,de pi.um. 

Few other pla11ts <>ro\\' under she-
:,, 

oaks. This 111,1y be due to ,eed, being 
unable to germinate in the dry Liyer of 
slowly decaying branchlct,. or perhap, 
chc111ical inhibition by ,,1lt, leached 
from the branchlcts or a11tibiotics froni 
the root bacteri,1. It 1n,1,· ,imply be 
co111pctitio11 fcx water. gi�·en the ,he
oak 's cxtensi,·c root syste1n. Ho,,·c,·cr

t\lURI f\U\IR 11,\\IJU,l, 21111; 



there is one not;ible exception. M;iny 
Australian terrestrial orchids seem to 

favour soil covered in she-oak ·needle ', 
whether in the wild or in cultivation. 
Some of the 111ost spectacular displays of 

mosquito orchids (Arin11t/111s), green
hoods (Prcrosrylis) and spider orchids 

(Calar/('llia) 1 ·ve seen luve been in she

oak woodLrnds. 
Although successful as J family, there 

arc some prec.1rious species. Allorns11nri-
11,1 _tibro.,c1 i, kno\\'n from a single popu
lation in the Ch;irles Gardner ational 

Park in Wcm:rn Australi;i. a park creat

ed ro conserve the species. A llorns11nri11n 

glarcirolc1 from Casrlereagh ;iture 
R.cscn-c, in the western suburbs of yd

ncy. and the iclsen Park She-oak

mentioned e;irlier. were only formally

named in 1989. 130th have been consid
ered endangered since their discovery

earlier in the 1980s, with the ielsen

Park he-oak declining to a single ·she-

she-oak' (with no 'he-she-oak') in 

2002, which died the year after. 
The survival of the Nielsen Park She

oak now depends on seed collected and 

stored in the New South Wale. Seed
bank at Mount Annan Ootanic Garden 
(part of the Ootanic Gardens Trust), and 

the success of replanted seedlings (both 

111ale and female!) in Nielsen Park and 
neighbouring areas over the last decade 

or so. W ith the critical soil organisms 
also possibly lost or in low numbers, 
co111petition from aggressive weeds, and 

shading fro111 trees with denser 
canopies, it 111ay be difficult to get this 

species re-established. The aim of 
course is to get the transplanted shrubs 
to reproduce and survive on their own. 

Carefully controlled burns are part of 
the recovery plan, but in the middle of 
a city of four million people, even a 

tough plane like the she-oak can meet 

its match. D 

Seed cones of the Dwarf She-oak IAl/ocasuari11a humilisl.
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FURTHER READING 

Keir/,, D., 2004. Ocean shores to 
desert dunes: the native vegetation 
of New South Wales and the ACT. 

Depnr/111e11/ �f E1111iro11111e11/ n11rl 
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lntio11nl R.escnrcl, Co1111cil, I 984. 

Casuarinas: nitrogen-fixing trees 
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Press: l Vnshi11,(?I011, DC. 

1\·, l V Nntio11nl Pnrks a11rl l Vilrl/ifc 
cn1icc, 2002. Allorns11ari11n port11c11sis 

recovery plan. i\-S f,1/ ·mio11nl Pnrks 
n11rl Wildlife Scri1ice: H11rs// Jille, ·s W
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PDFslallocasp.p4f 
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reviews 
Australian Rainforest Plants VI: In the Forest and in the Garden

B \I & I I I I. I I· 1e' ,a,,,·a Rai11finesr P 11blis/1i11�, T1,e Cl,a, 111011, NS W, 2004, 72 pp. 16. 95 rrp.
y J al/ - II,� I /( IO 5011 . " �' · ' 

20 _ . 'IN('E ·1·111• HltST llOOK IN TI IIS SEIUES Al'l'l:AIU:I) . Now, ltEADING THE 

T
IME FLIES. )T'S BEEN YEAltS S , - · 

. > . . . . . 
. . d H h N' ·holson's Australian R.a111forcst I lane Serres, rt feels a brr like l'rnsixth book 111 Nan an ug rc · · . 
· · · I I fi · d· I r ·s coriiFy and familiar but there are some new thrnf,'S to catch up on.v1s1t111g an o c rrcn . a o 1 , ' . . . . 

TI c . c ·i· . d c·11 oi·ks well Each of the 120 species dealt wrth 1s shown 111 a colour1e 1ormat 1s 1a1111 1a1 an s , w · ' . . . . . 
I d · d b b··ef paragraph covcrin" description, d1strrbut1on, cultrvarion andp 1oro an accompa111c y a r 1 , , o . . . 

· TI · I I , I siiiattering of interesting snippets of 111for111at1on that make the book propagarron. 1erc ,s a so nc usua . . . 
, d d' I-I h t sold 111e on the continuing relevance of the scrrcs was the 111formationa goo rea . owcver, w a . . · d · I fi I of tlii·s volLrriie where rhe authors discuss some very contemporary issuescon tame 111 r 1e ma pages , 

which, whilst aimed at growing rainforest plants, are pertinent to any native gardening. Issues such as appropriate site
· · · I I I k c· I cor escapees to become weeds fragmentation and selecrron, water conservation, usrng oca p ant sroc , poren ra 11 ' , 

. 
connectivity, generic diversity, and the case for including less attractive species, arc all very relevant and place this book well 

and truly in the rime frame of contemporary ecological thought. 
-GltEG GOWING 

SHARKS 

Aus1 RALIAN MUSEUM 

Collins Field Guide: Sharks of the World 

By Leonard Co111paJ?,110, /\fare Dm,do a11d Sam/, Fml'ier. /-larperColli11s, Lo11do11, 2005, 368 pp. 7 5  rrp. 

T
I IIS IS A TI I OltOUGI

.

I TltEATME T OF SI IARKS 01· TI IE WORLI). )7 CON'I Al S A lm.lH I TRODUCTI0 

into fish evolution, life history, biology, fisheries and conservation of sharks, with the remainder 
of the book covering all the 453 known species. For each species there is a line drawing, a 

distribution map, and information on identification, size, habitat, biology and conservation status. 
Colour paintings of the sharks are contained in the 6-4 plates. There is extensive information comparing 
species that are particularly difficult to separate. Leonard Compagno has worked on shark taxonom y for 
several years and has produced numerous scientific publications and guides. He and his co-authors are 
ideally suited to produce such a guide. T he text for each species is limited, but often that reflects the 

limited knowledge of the biology of individual species. To get so much in such a small volume, it was necessary co use very 
small fonts, which can make reading the text cry ing. However, the book is extremely comprehensive and of value to anyone 
interested in sharks. 

Kookaburra: King of the Bush 

By Sam/, LeJ!.J!.C. CS/RO P11/Jlisl,i11J!., Colli11,�u1ood, Vic, 2004, 14 4  pp. S34 . 95 rrp.
Australian Magpie: Biology and Behaviour of an unusual Songbird
By Gisela Kaplan. CS!RO Pub/isl,!11g,_ Colli11,�111ood, Vic., 200..J, / 42 pp. 39. 95 rrp.
Herons, Egrets and Bitterns: Then B1010O and Conservation in Australia
By eil McKill��at1. CS/RO Publishi11Jt, Colli11J!.u'ood, Vic., 2005, 134 pp. S34.95 rrp.

-DOUG HOESE 

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

T
HESE UOOKS

_ 
FOltM PART OF TI IE GROWi C TITLES IN THE WELL-RECEIVLI) AUSTRALIA ATURAL History Series. One ofd1e str�ng points of this series is that each book is written by a scientist

who has wo�ked extensively with the animals that arc rhe topic. W hile each title contains chapters
on the main natural-history topics of its subiect animals what s "t h · I · t· · from , . . J • ' ·, e s t em apart 1s t 1e new 111 ormanon 

the authors recent studies and presentation of what makes the species special.
McKilligan deals with a number of Australian heron species placino . I . . . · this, 

. . 
·, ' o a stwng emp 1as1s on thcrr 1111porrance 111country s ecosystem and the conservation of these birds. This is the first b k , 1 . 1 . .1 f A ran . . . · oo to exc us1ve y cover rh1s fa1111 y o ustra 1 

birds. Kaplan and Legge offer 111-depth looks at two of Australia's mmt ·c · · h . . d L h·ng. , . 1 on,c species, t c Australian Magpie an aug 1 
Kookaburra, respecnvcly. T hese authors works make 1111portanc advances I , · . 

. . - I ]960s . . · on r 1e previous pronccnng 5rud1cs from r 1e · The study of the soC1al and 1nrellecrual development in Magpies · · 1 1 . . . r 
d d. f h. · 11- · is a particu ar y important conrrrbunon to ou 

un erstan 111g o t 1s 111te 1gent species. 
Well produced and engagingly and accessibly written these books ma· t · I h. I d d ' · '111 3111 t ie 1g 1 standard of the O , ·es R.ccommen e 

to anyone with an interest in birds. · ' ,err · 
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Fossil Plants 
. 7 o-1 216 59 95 ,, By Pn11I Ki'11rick {Ill(/ Pn11I Om1is. T/,e 1\·{1(11ml f-J,story i'v/11s<'11111, Lo11d0111 _O I PP·, · "P·

Us-1- l'()SSII FI ORAS l<..END11..ICK AND i)AVII:\ 1-11..0M THE ATU�L
F

OSSIi PIA TS IS ABOUT MORE TI-IA J - - · 

. · L d d ·1 tl e history and evolution of terrestrial plants from theirHistory Museum 111 on on, eta1 1 . ' . . . . 
b · · · I O d · · tl e gcogi·,phical and climatic contexts 111 which plants evolved. Theea11111111<YS 111 t 1e r ov1c1an to 1 °• , ' . 0 0 1 · , d c sc·111,ting account of a part of palaeontology-result 1s a very readable, corn pre 1ens1vc an ,a. " · . I b I c. k b k _, t to the study of large vertebrates such as dinosaurs. The authorspa aco otany-t 1at o,rcn ta cs a ac sea h c · f I a pacrc-turner

1 even manage to make a chapter on t e 1orinat1on o coa , , o · .There is an easy authority to the text, 110 doubt a reflection of the solid expertise of the authors and
b · · · II I · b · I Ill · · I d J otoai·aplis of fiossil plant material as well as rcconstrucnons ofo v1ous interest 111 a t 1111gs otan1ca . ustranons mc u e p 1 o , ' 

wh:it these plants might have looked like in life. This small y et excellent book should be considered essential reading for
anyone i11tcrested in botany or palaeontology. -AN E MUSSER.Aus 111..AI IAN MUSl:UM 

Aesthetics and Rock Art Eriif<'ri hy 7'/10111ns Hcyr/ n11r/ Jo/111 Ci<'g(!. As/1,{!nte, /-fo111ps/1ire1 UK, 2005, 3 I 6 pp. 15 I. 80 rrp. 

R
OCK AllT, WI IETHEl1.. PAI TI G, 1)11..AWI G, E GRAVING, 1'11..INT OR STl:1 C:11 , I IAS CAPTURED OUR imagination since at least the 1800s but it has only been in recent decades that it has become an area of serious worldwide study. Today new discoveries arc trumpeted in acadc111ic journals and on the from pages of newspapers, and rigorous methods have been developed to study rock art. Among other things, the power of the imagery, and sometimes its pleasing form, is highlighted. The m-called Bradshaw or C111io11 C111io11 figures of the Kimberley, and the Dynamic or ,\ li111i figures of Kakadu and Arnhe111 Land, are noteworthy in this respect. 13uc detailed studies of other people "s rock-art aesthetics have generally been avoided because it was believed we would read too much of our own ae,thctic seme into the art. This book is a bold divergence fro111 this trend. Seventeen brilliantly researched papers covering 111ajor rock-art regions of 

the world demonstrate that for too long we have been ignoring a central feature of rock-art imagery-its aesthetic intent. The introductory paper by co-editor Thomas Heyd explains why this occurred and presc11ts a convincing argument for caking a fresh aesthetic approach to rock art. He and others point out it is demeaning to suppose that only people of Euroµean origin are capable of aesthetic ;1ppreciation. The arguments and detailed description. are beautifully presented. and the black-and-white illustrations arc of high quality and relevance. However. it is a shame cost considerations precluded the use of colour photograµhs as the colour of rock arr in many µarts of the world is a key aspect of the aesthetics. n .. ccc11t x-ray art of northern Australia, San paimings of southern Africa. µictographs of the A111erican south-west and the painted caves of France are just four of many cxamµlcs where colour is ,o imµorrant. 

Australia's Four-Billion-Year Diarv 

-PAUi .C. T1\(:01 Clu, 1 1  l'I I UNIVERSI rv. QLD 

By Re,g ,\/orriso11. Sni111y Books, Po/ls Poi111, XSII; 2005, 32 pp., /9.90 rrp.

T
I !IS TI IIN BOOK CONTAINS AN AMAZI 1(; ',UMMARY OF AUSTl1..ALIA's fl..OCl<S AN() I tN,IL BIOlA A:,.:D
the way they reached their present position and condition. r(eg Morri,on i, a renO\\·nedphotographer known for setting his pictures within natural and hu111an context,. His ,uperbphotos, succinct scriµts and clear diagra111s µrovidc a masterly distillation of E,irth \ scon· and hO\\' itrelates to the evolution of life. The story is simplified by equating -t.6 billion y ears of Earth history to the I :2 ,nonth, of a calcm'L1ryear. Each 'month' includes a timetable showincr Ausci·ai1·,,5 P'St po·· t· · · Jici.ttil:lc 1nd• ::, · , ", "'· <;J 1011 Ill Cl Ille. , ' relationship to major ice-age events. A scµarate box in each section relate, the developllll'llt,li ,r,1gc, in

evolution to the present co111plcx 610l oe:)1 of the readers themselves Appe·iidi·ccs s11111 . · · A 1· tlie t·11·1t "' · · · ma1 1sc tecto111c u,tLl 1a. Australians. how continents move, palacomagnctism and evolution and the insi·cJc back _ c 1. I -J111-r of• • .1 - , cover ,or111, a ,t\' 1, 1 t1111e c , cvcm,. In a few places the simplifications may go too far. For example Morrison states tl "E 1 · ' 1 1 ·ith 1n. ., 
. 

. 
. 

. ' . . , , . 1,1t -art 1 1, ,1 mct,1 p ,111et \\ , iron core , but 1t 1s really a rocky (silicate) planet with a metal iron core The book Ii 
· :I c 1 1 ·r ro . 

. . . . · , 0\\'C\'er, 1, a \\'Onl en u L'\'C-opc1 L our Australian surroundings w1th1n a global picture. 
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S O C I E T Y P A- G E 

. 1 d' Across Australia there is a network of active societies, brgc and small, local and national, that exist to further the cause of the subject that you holdGet mvo ve . · · · 
b
. 

I . . I k b I lk" I f . I I . . r d Whether your special interest " conscrvanon, m ,. ,c,encc. nanona par·,. u, 1wa 1ng or a parncu ar group o a111m.1 ;, t 1erc 1 ,1 1oc1cry ,or you.car. 

ANIMAl WELFARE 

North Queensland W ildlife 

Care Inc. 

PO Box 1-l-\6 

AlTKENVALE QLD -\81-l 

Ph: 041-l 717 37-l 

Contact: Lana Allcrofr 

•• 

Membership: I0.00 Child 

25.00 Adult 35.00 F ,1mily 

or Org.mis.ll ion 

WIRES 
1 SW Wildlik lnfornunon 

& Rescue Sen·ice 

PO l3ox 260 

FOR.ESTVILLE NSW 2087 

Ph: 02 8977 3333 

& I, 00 6-11 I 88 

Web: ll'll'll'.ll'ircs.c>1:�-'"' 

Contact: Sr.in \Xlood 

•• 

k111bcr1h1p: -10.00 

ASTRONOMY 
Western Sydney Amateur 
Astronomy Group 
PO 13ox -100 

KINCSWOOD NSW 27-17 

Ph: 02-1739 1528 

Web: 1MMl'.tpqi.m111.,111 /11scrs ;,,,,c1,i� I

Contact: Tony Elli, 
••• 

BIRDS 
Birds SA 
11 Shafrsbury erect 
EDE HILLS SA 5030 

Ph: 08 8278 786(, 

Web: 11,11,11,. /,irdssa. c1s11. a11 

Contact: Dr l)a\"ld l�obcrrson 
• ••••

CONSERVATION 
Australian Ecosystems 
Foundation 
PO 13ox 606 

LITHCOW NSW 2790 

Ph: 02 635 21133 
Web: 11,11,11\1111s1·rc>s)'Ste111s.c11g.,111 

Contact: Trevor Evam 
••••• 

Membership: 'I 0.(HJ Singk 
25.00 Family I 00 

Corporation 

Friends of Lane Cove 
National Park Inc. 
c/ - Lane ,ove National Park 
Lady Game Drive 

CHATSWOOD SW 2067 
Web: http:/ /11sers.b((/JJ011d.11e1.m1/ 

Ji,lrnp 
Contact: oela Jone, 
• ••

EDUCATION 
CSIRO's Double Helix 
Science Club 
l'O Box 225 
l)ICK ·o ACT 2602
Ph: 02 6276 6(,-13
Web: 1111111P.rsiro.c111 //1('/ix
Cont.lCt: Jo-Anne McRae
•• 

Mcmber,h1p: 27.00 or S2-1.00 

Gould League of SW 
jJ() 13ox 8-16 
MARRICKVlLLE NSW 220-1 
l)h: 02 95(i0 78-l-l
Web: 11,11,1P.go11/d.cd11.<111
Cont.Jct: M 1cl1.1el 13rcn11,111
••• 

EARTH SCIENCES 
Australian Field 
Geology Club 
16 Arbutm Street 
MOSMA SW 2088 

Ph: 02 9%9 2135 
Contact: I )ougl.1, l�aup.1ch 

•• 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Royal Geographical Society 
of SA Inc. 
cl- R.G.S.S.A
GPO 13ox -119
ADELAil)E SA 5001
Ph: 08 8207 7265
Contact: Nick H,,rvey
••••• 

Me111bcr,liip: 55.00 

INSECTS 
Entomological 
Society of Victoria 
56 Looker Road 
MONTMORENCY 
VIC. 309-1 
Ph: 03 9-135 -1781 
Web: "'"''"· 1'ir111•1 .11ct. m1 ;-,,iri'lltO 

•• 

NATURE AU\TltALIA Sl'IU G 2005 

Society for Insect Studies 

12 Park Avenue 

RO EV lLLE NSW 2069 

Ph: 02 9-l I 7 6171 

Contact: Hon. Treasurer 

•••• 

MICROSCOPY 

Postal Microscopical Club 

of Australia (PMCA) 

36 Wc�rern Awnue 

13LAXLA I) SW 277-1 

Ph: 02 -1739 1528 

Contact: Tony Ellis 

•• 

MUSEUMS 

TAMS-The Australian 

Museum Society 

6 College Street 

SYI) EY SW 2010 

l'h: 02 9320 6225 

Web: "'"'"'· ,111w11/i11c.11ct. ,111 /1c1111s I

Contact: Alison 13yrnc 

••••• 

Member,hip: 88.00 Family 

70.00 Single S32.00 Concc�sion 

The Waterhouse Club 

SA Mu;c11111 

orth Terrace 

Al)ELAll)E SA 5000 

i>h: 08 8203 9802

Web: 11�1�E11,atcr/1()11scr/11ho��-'"'/11,l,r 

C:ont.1ct: Mary Lou Si111p,011 

•••••

Mc111ber�hip: S90.00 Family 

S70.00 Single 

NATURAL HISTORY 

Dinosaur Club 

Australian Museum Education 

6 College Street 

SYD EY SW 2010 

Ph: 02 9320 6223 

Contact: Kate Cox 

• 

Membership: 15.00 

Field Naturalists Club 

of Victoria 

Locked 13ag 3 

13LACKI:3UR. V IC. 3130 

Ph: 03 9877 9860 

Web: "'"'"'·"imct.11ct.a11/�1n1 

Contact: Mimi Pohl 

•••••• 

Royal Society of SA 

A Museu111 

orth Terrace 

ADELAIDE SA 5000 

Ph: 08 8223 33(,0 

Web: ,,,,,,,11.c1,�11,i11c.,ulclaidc.ed11 .1111 I 

i11d11stry!RSS.rl I

Cont,1ct: John Love 

• 

REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS 

Hawkesbury Herpetological 

Society Inc. 

PO Box 30 

EMERTO SW 2770 

Ph: 02 9832 9013 

Co11tact: JA. Bank-

•• •• 

QLD Frog Society 

1'0 IJox 7017 

EAST 131t1S13A E 

QLI) -1169 

l)h: 07 3366 1868

Web: ,,,,,,11,.q/dfi·ogs.c1rn.,111

Cont.1cr: Jenny Hokh,.1y

••••• 

Newsletter/Journal; • Monthly 

meeting; • Bi-monthly meeting; 

Annual meeting/Conference; 

• Weekly meeting;• Quarterly 
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q&a 
Guardian Ants 

Q 
l l'h11/ cm· t/l('se 1111Ts in the 11r{C)111-

: 111111yi11J� plwto doi,;_!.!' .\ lost s11111-
111cr c1'c11i11g,, just 011 dark, _(cir 11/,0111 30 
111i11111cs, the y stand quite still outside their 
1/('S/ OJ!Cllill,!,!, I/lit/, IIIOSI c!f 1/,c111 _fi1ri11,(.! 1/1c 
SIii//(' dircnio11. '/here 11rc (/II() 1/CSIS a11d t!IC')' 
boil, cx/,ihit 1/,is hclw1,io11r. 

-IAN H .. 1:1:VI: 

AltMll)AI I:, SW 

A
. These sugar ants (C11111po110111s 
• sp.) arc u11dergoi11g swan11i11g

behaviour for reproduction. car the 
nest c11tr,111cc to the left of the i111agc is 
a pair of winged reproductives. often 
referred to as ·alates'. They arc sur
rounded by the non-reproductive and 
wingless fe111ales-the small worker and 
l.irgc soldier castes.

Eggs laid by the queen imidc a
111.iturc nest .1re normally fertilised and
prod\lcc \\'i11gle<;<; \\·orkers and soldiers,
but \\' hen co11ditiom arc r ight alatcs arc
produced. The adult alatcs c111crgc into
the 11cst and wait until cnvironn1c11ta!
co11ditiom tr igger swarming.

Swarming behaviour is linked with
\\'C,1thcr conditions, the time of year.
.111d the ti111e of day. The worker and
,oldicr .111ts gather around the clllcrgi11g
,d.1tcs, ,1ccing as guards. In solllc species

Turtle Frog ( Myobatrachus gouldi,). 

swarllling is a spcctacuhr once-a-year 
phenomenon, with hundreds of al:ites 
produced. All of the ncm i11 a given 
area will often swarm at the sa111c time. 
The male and fc1mle alates lllatc. and 
the successfully lllated female, \,·ill 
attempt to establish a new nest. 13y 
swan11ing only in the right condiciom. 
such as on hulllid warlll nights, they 
lllaxi111isc their chances of S\lcccssfully 
lllating and establishing a nest. 

-DAVL 131rnTON

Au� I ltAI IA MU'il'U 1 

Froggie Stvle

Q: Do all.frog, s11 1i111 1 

A: 

-R.ouv HLwn 1

SAR',I ILi I). Vic. 

Certainly all frogs chat regularly 
encounter free water swim. 

However. some frogs. such as Australia's 
Turtle Frog (.\1/yoh111rar/111s go11/d1) and 
Sandhill Frog (Arc11op/1r y11c ro/1111da), 

Wingless worker and soldier ants guard the newly emerged winged reproductives. 
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never c11cou11tcr water i11 puddlc1 a1 
they live in s;mdy soil and any rain that 
falls qllickly dr,1ins away. These frog, 
can float if put i11 water but I \\·mildn't 
call what floundering they do ·s\\'llll

ming'. 130th 1pccic1 ha\-e extrcmeh
\\-Cll-dcvcloped from leg,. ,,·hich the\" 
me to bur row like lllole1 through the 
ground. bur their b,1ck leg, arc rclati,T
ly undc,·cloped. There ,11-e ,c,'Cr,1I other 
species around the world chat rarely if 
ever exper ience water in puddle, or 
creeks. They 111ight al,o be non-,wim
mcrs. but I don ·t know if anyone ha1 
tested this. 

-MAIU Y:'1 itOl!IN',O:". 

Au<, 1 ltAI IA'\J MUSEU,\I 

A Case of Moths 

Q
. /-'or 1111111 y yc11rs I ·,,c_tii1111d roroo11-
• like ol !f<'W, 1/111(/(' 0111 <f Slll//11

stirb 1111d /1/ 1((.!s, //ll11rhcd 10 11'//lls 1111d_fi'11rcs 
oro111I(/ 111 y b11rk y1ml. Plc//S<' (1111 you 1c/1111c 
ll'hat ffcatcs 1/,c111. 

-Ct\lt()I y, SCIBILII\

\01u rv. WA 

A
. Thi, is th: lcftm·er ,helter and
• cocoon ot a c.1,c llloth (order

Lepidoptcra. falllily JJ,yclmlac). The 
larvae (c.1tcrpilL1r,) of c.1,e 1110th, con
'itrucc a 1ilkc11 b,1g ,1round thc1nseh'cs ,11 

protcctio11 fi-0111 prcd,itor1 ,111d p,1r,1,iccs. 
The bag i, often ,1dorncd \\'ith fr,1g
mcnt, of \'\:gcration. ,uch ,11 ,lllall 
stick,. \L'ctiom of lc,i\"C, .u1d. in thi1 
c.1,c. gr.1\\ ,rc111,. Solllc or- rhc better
known ,pccic, of c.1,c llloth c.1n bL'
idemificd by the ,trunurc of the c.1'e.

The L1r,',lL' ti_·L·d 011 pl.111t, b,· protrud
ing their head through the top of rhc 

NAIURI f\U\11,\11\\'IU'..C, �IIOi 



A cocoon of a case moth. 

case. When danger threatens they 

rerrcar imide the case ,rncl pull the cop 

tighrly ,hut. As they moulr and get big

ger. rhey add larger grass stems. They 

pup,ite inside the ca,e and the adult 

moth e111erges from the bottom. The 

rip of the em pry pupal ,kin can ju,t be 

seen in thi, phorogr,1ph. Many ,pecie, 

haw tlightle,, fcn1,de, that ofrrn 1-c111,1in 

inside the case. They produce a ,ex 

pheromone to attract the flighted 111alcs 

for mating. and 111,1te and lay egg, by 

protruding their abdo111en through the 

borrom of the c1,e. 
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Save with Australian Ethical. 

Answers to Quiz in 
Nature Strips (page 17) 

1. Collapse

2. J\101111,ere else

3. Ants

4. Edinrnm11 Period

5. Ynbbies

6. Cnl[fim1in11 Red111ood

(Sequo ia sempervircns)

1. Red and blue

8. Ti,,o

9. Coriolis E:ffect

10. Snlt-toler(l//f

Do you recognise this? If you think you know 

what it is, then send your answer to Pie 

Teaser, Nature Australia Magazine. Please 

don't forget to include your name and 

address. The first correct entry will win a 

copy of Carnivorous nights. Winter's Pie 

Teaser was a terrestrial amphipod, family 

Talitridae. 
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THE LAST WORD 

Lessons from 
South Africa 
S0111/1 J�f,,icn11s nre 111ell n111nre �f tl,e vn/11e �( their 111ilrf l{fc. 

A
T LAST YEAlt's Krn.J<WOOI) 
wildlife sales in South Africa, 
six disease-free Buffalo sold for 

about $AUS2 I 0,000. W hite R.hinos 
sold for over S50,000 each. Kirkwood is 
small, yielding about S2 million per 
year. KwaZulu atal's game sales, on 
the other hand. netted I O million last 
year. 

So what's our Yellow-footed l<..ock
wallaby worth' W hat about our Rufous 
Hare-wallaby' These threatened species 
should be worth a motza. l3ut they're 
not. There is no large-scale market for 
the sale of Australian wildlife. 

How can a developing nation like 
South Africa place a value on its 
wildlife. while a developed country like 
Australia cannot' Primarily. this relates 
to the rapid increase in private game 
reserves in South Africa arising through 
the value of ecotourism to its economy. 
The South African environment has an 
economic value-higher productivity 
leads to higher game numbers, which 
provide more tourist observations. This 
leads to the conservation of the envi
ronment-both the habitat and the 
species it supports. 

Yet Australia receives thousands of 
courists each year, many of whom seek 
our unique wildlife. Why are there not 
more John Walmsley's creating private 
conservation reserves throughout Aus
tralia' Arc tourists content to sec our 
unique wildlife in a zoo' Surely there is 
a market to see our endangered species 
in their natural settings' Imagine an 
afternoon sitting on the back of a four
whecl-drivc and spotting Koalas, l<..cd-

necked Wallabies, E:istcrn Grey Kanga
roos and dozens of native birds before 
dining at a table covered with gourmet 
Australian delights and washed clown 
with a fine reel. As your waiter cleans 
up, you are back out to sec nocturnal 
inhabitants such as Sported-tailed 
Quolls, Brush-tailed Phascogales. 
Greater Gliders and a couple of Power
ful Owls. Similar scenarios arc played 
out thousands of times a day in Africa. 

"But the chances of seeing a quoll arc 
minisculc," I hear you cry. The chances 
of seeing Leopards in Africa generally 
:ire too. Yet in two hours of g:1111c drives 
in the Shamwari Game llcscrvc, I have 
seen four. This is not luck; rather, all 
creatures that are of high tourist priori
ty become 'familiarised' to vehicles and 
many are fitted with radio-collars so 
they can be ea ily located. 

13ut does it matter that we Aussies 
have no idea of the worth of a Woylic 
(Brush-tailed Bettong)' Well. yes. First, 
it means we have less of an ownership of 
our biological resources. Government 
conservation agencies arc the only ones 
charged with owning and conserving 
our natural heritage. With game-sale 
information printed in newspapers, 
South Africans are well aware of the 
value of their wildlife. 

Second, Australia has one of the high
est rates of extinction anywhere on 

Earth, with more species bccomina 
threatened annually. This indicates our 
current conservation strategics arc fail
ing. Processes threatening Australian
wildlife are predominantly habiut .iltcr
ation and predation by introduced

BY MATT HAYWARD 
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species. V irtually the only areas free 

from these foes arc conservation areas 
where programs arc run to eradicate 
introduced species. Yet these lands are 
virtual islands of natural habitat sur
rounded by a sea of land that is inhos

pitable to most wildlife species and 
writhing with introduced threats. 

Since democracy in South Africa, 
pastoralism in marginal lands has given 

way to game farming. In the Eastern 
Cape there were 18 reserves in 1994 

compared with o-+ today. This equates 
to an area of almo<,t a million hectares. 

These comcrvation areas are fenced. 
ot just the barbed-wire fences tliac 

line Austr:1li;i, but two-metre-high 
game fences. Predators require 9,000-
volt pulsed electric fencing with chick
en-win.' mesh to keep them inside. 

ow. fencing ,111im,1l, imide resen-es 
is import.lilt in Afric.1. If your Lion 
escape, and st.irt, e,1ting people then 
you'll be bla111ed. Au,tr,di,1 h,1s different 
rcasom to fence re,en'e,. Currently we 
merely exclude C,mle and Sheep from 
our nation,1! park'>. Yet comidering the 
threat that introduced ,pccie, pose to 
our wildlife, it would be extremely 

valuable to i111pro,·c the type of fences 
and use the111, in association with an 
introduced-specie, eradication pro
gram, to keep Cats. Foxe-, and llabbits 
out. 

The issue of hunting rcsern:s is 
another that should be opened to 
debate. No extant animal i, threatened 
by hunting in Australia and with ade
quate regulation this indu,try could 
provide more money to emure habitats 
arc protected and imroduced species 

eradicated. 

The sad fact about our current eco
nomic rationale is that the ern·ironment 
must pay its way. Valuing ,, ddlife is one 
way co achieve chi,. 

DR MAl 1 1-IAYWAIU) I� 
A l'OS'I l)OCl ORAi IU:!>LAIU 11 
Fi:LLOW Al Sou111 AI RICA\ 
NEL'.>ON MA Dl:1 A 
Mi:Tll-Ol'OI I IA UNl\'I It \11 Y 
Rl:!>LAll-CI IINC I AltCI -Pill l)\IOR 

ltl:I 11(.()1) ( I ION\. 

1111 LA\ T Wc.rn.n I\ AN ()l'\Nll I'll er 
AND IX)E\ NOT NECI.\\ARII y RHU-l 11 IE VIEW\ 

OI 1111 AU\IH..AI ,,.N MLT\I \\. 
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